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TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD: 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on September 21, 1992 at 10:00 

a.m. in the Courtroom of the Honorable James M. Ideman of the 

United States District Court for the Central District of 

California, located at 312 N. Spring Street, Los Angeles, 

California 90012, defendants Religious Technology Center, 

Church of Spiritual Technology and Church of Scientology 

International ("defendants") will move, and do hereby move, 

this Court to recuse itself and to order that this case be 

reassigned to another Judge of this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 455, Canon 3 of the Code of Judicial Conduct and General 

Order 224 of this Court. 

As grounds for this motion, defendants state that the 

Court has, on August 18, 1992, recused itself in the case of 

Church of Scientology of California v. United States, Case No. 

CV-90-2042-JMI (GHKx) ("C.S.C. v. U.S.")  in order to avoid the 

appearance of impropriety because of its relationship with 

Charles Jeglikowski, a defendant in that case. The Court 

stated that while this basis for recusal had been brought to 

the attention of another Judge of the Court in connection with 

prior motions for recusal, this Court had not been asked to 

recuse itself on the grounds of that relationship. 

This motion is brought because Mr. Jeglikowski is also 

involved in this case, through his activities as Assistant 

District Counsel for the IRS District Counsel's Office in 

Thousand Oaks and the IRS counsel positions which he held 

before that, and the same grounds for recusal are applicable 
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here. Defendants therefore bring these grounds to the 

attention of this Court, so that it may have the opportunity to 

disqualify itself in this case as well in the interests of 

avoiding an appearance of impropriety. 

This Motion is based on this Notice and Renewed Motion, 

the accompanying Memorandum of Points And Authorities, the 

Declarations of Monique E. Yingling, Kendrick L. Moxon and 

Laurie J. Bartilson, the complete files and records in this 

action, and such evidence as may be presented at any hearing 

held on this Motion. 

Dated: August 25, 1992 
	

Respectfully submitted, 

BOWLES & MOXON 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT  

Defendants Church of Spiritual Technology ("CST"), 

Religious Technology Center ("RTC") and Church of Scientology 

International ("CSI") (collectively, "defendants") have 

previously moved to recuse this Court in this case on September 

4, 1991. That motion was referred by this Court to the Hon. J. 

Spencer Letts for consideration pursuant to section 5.0 of 

General Order 224. This renewed recusal motion is filed, not 

to rehash the ground covered in the earlier motion nor for the 

purpose of having another Judge consider its merits, but on 
..- 

narrow grounds arising from an order just issued by this Court, 

recusing itself in a different case filed by a Church of 

Scientology. 

On August 18, 1992, this Court entered a sua sponte order 

recusing itself in CSC v. United States, et al., No. CV-90-

2042-JMI (GHKx)("CSCv. US"). A recusal motion had been filed 

by CSC in that case on September 24, 1991. However, because 

the recusal motion filed on September 4, 1991 in this case had 

been assigned to the Hon. J. Spencer Letts, the recusal motion 

in CSC v. US was referred by the Clerk's office to Judge Letts. 

This Court therefore had no opportunity to rule on that motion, 

as acknowledged in its August 18 recusal order. 

In that order, the Court recused itself based on its 

relationship with Charles Jeglikowski, IRS District Counsel, 

who is a defendant in CSC v. US. The Court stated that it was 

aware that CSC had previously urged that relationship as a 

ground for recusal, but that the argument had not been made to 
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this Court, but only to Judge Letts. 

Based on the reasoning of the August 18 recusal order, 

defendants bring this motion to ensure that the Court is 

informed of additional facts of which it was undoubtedly 

unaware showing that Mr. Jeglikowski, while not a party to this 

case, also has extensive involvement in the case and with 

plaintiffs. Defendants believe that the Court would wish to be 

informed of these matters so that it can consider the issuance 

of an order similar to the sua sbonte order issued in C.S.C. v.  

U.S.. The facts of Mr. Jeglikowski's involvement in this case 

are detailed below. Defendants respectfully submit that, based 

on the Court's relationship to Mr. Jeglikowski, recusal under 

the standard of 28 U.S.C. § 455 is also warranted here. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS  

Last September, this Court was presiding over four cases, 

two of which were consolidated, in which Churches of 

Scientology were parties. For a number of reasons which were 

briefed extensively at that time and will not be repeated here, 

those Church parties and their counsel came to the conclusion 

that the Court's presiding over those cases raised an 

appearance of impropriety. The decision was initially reached 

in this case, and defendants filed a recusal motion on 

September 4, 1991, challenging the Court's continued 

participation in this case. When the recusal motion was first 

presented to this Court for its determination of whether it 

would disqualify itself, the Court declined to do so, ordering 

that the motion be referred to another Judge of the Court for 
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1 decision. 	(Ex. A, 	Letter of Sept. 	5, 	1991.) 	The Clerk 

2 subsequently assigned the motion to the Hon. J. Spencer Letts 

3 for determination. 

4 Additional events occurred, and prior to the hearing on 

5 the motion to disqualify in this case, recusal motions were 

6 filed in the other three Church-related cases assigned to this 

7 Court, one in CSC v. US and one in the consolidated cases of 

Religious Technology Center v. Scott, CV 85-711 JMI(Bx) and 

9 Religious Technology Center v. Wollersheim, CV 85-7197 JMI(Bx) 

10' (collectively, 	"RTC v. 	Scott"). 	Those two motions were filed 

11 on September 24, 1991 and were also referred to Judge Letts, 

12 but were not sent to this Court first to make its own 

13 determination. 	Judge Letts subsequently denied all three 

14 motions. 

15 Because the two later recusal motions were not first sent 

16'  to the Court, the Court apparently was not informed of the 

17 grounds for recusal which they raised. 	However, according to 

18 the August 18 recusal order, the Court has recently been 

19 reviewing files in CSC v. US and discovered the contents of the 

20 recusal papers. 	In the reply in support of the recusal motion, 

21 CSC had presented facts showing that Mr. Jeglikowski, who is a 

22 defendant in that case, was a friend and associate of the 

23 Court, having served together in the Judge Advocate General 

24 Corps, and Mrs. Jeglikowski and Mrs. Ideman were also social 

25 friends. 	(Ex. B, Plaintiffs' Reply to Opposition to Motion to 

26 Recuse the Honorable James M. Ideman, at 5-6.) 

27 Having determined that this relationship with the 
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Jeglikowskis served to create an appearance of impropriety, the 

Court disqualified itself, noting that it had "never been asked 

to recuse itself from this case on these specific grounds." 

(Ex. C, August 18 Order, at 2 (emphasis in original).) If the 

Court feels that the Jeglikowski relationship creates an 

appearance of impropriety in CSC v. US, defendants are 

confident that the Court will feel likewise when presented with 

the facts of Mr. Jeglikowski's involvement in this case. 

Mr. Jeglikowski is currently the Assistant District 

Counsel for the Internal Revenue Service's Thousand Oaks 

Office, the number two position in that office. Prior to that 

assignment, he occupied a position as a senior attorney in the 

Los Angeles District Office. In the course of his present and 

prior assignments, Mr. Jeglikowski has involved himself in a 

number of matters relating to Churches of Scientology, 

including this case. 

On a monthly basis, various employees of the IRS, 

including counsel and IRS agents and revenue officers, attend 

meetings in Pasadena which are scheduled and presided over by 

Mr. Jeglikowski. The subject matter of those meetings is the 

Churches of Scientology, their pending matters with the IRS, 

and other matters placed on the monthly agendas, including the 

Church's civil litigation, which is a regular monthly feature 

of these meetings. Agendas of those meetings, released 

pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, typically black out 

the items related to Church of Scientology civil litigation. 

However, one agenda shows that in a meeting apparently held in 
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January 1990 (as it was a follow up to a meeting of December 6, 

1989), under a heading of "8. Status Report on civil suits 

connected to the Church," two agenda items were "b. Yanney1  

[sic]" and "c. The Aznarans." (Ex. D, FOIA documents.) While 

the other agendas released have been redacted to such a degree 

that the names of the civil suits being discussed cannot be 

identified, it is likely that major civil litigation such as 

this case has appeared on similar monthly agendas. 

Mr. Jeglikowski is tied into a number of other IRS 

activities related to the Aznarans and their counsel or others 

connected with them. A number of attorneys who worked under 

Mr. Jeglikowski or in the same offices have had involvement 

with the Aznarans in a variety of ways. For example, in May 

1988, District Counsel Greg Roth, met with the Aznarans and 

their now-former, disqualified attorney, Barry Van Sickle. 

(Ex. E, Deposition of Vicki Aznaran at 377-379.) Mr. Roth and 

Mr. Jeglikowski both worked as counsel in the IRS's Los Angeles 

office at the time, and both are now District Counsel in the 

Thousand Oaks office. (Ex. F, Deposition of Greg Roth, at 11-

12; Ex. 0, Deposition of Charles Jeglikowski, at 6-7.) Along 

with an agent of the Exempt Organizations Division, and 

pursuant to a summons that identified the complaint in this 

case as the subject matter to be explored (Ex. H, Summonses), 

1 	As the Court is aware, Joseph Yanny is the former counsel for 
the Church plaintiffs in RTC v. Scott and also served as counsel i 
for RTC and represented other Scientology Churches, with a wide 
area of responsibility. 	This Court disqualified Yanny from 
representing plaintiffs in this case when he made an appearance in 
the case last year. 
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Mr. Roth interviewed the Aznarans for five hours, extensively 

questioning them regarding their former involvement with the 

Church and about this lawsuit and the intimate details related 

to each of the allegations. (Ex. I, Excerpts of transcript.) 

Besides questioning the Aznarans, Roth and the other agent 

present at the meeting urged the Aznarans to continue with this 

action and made derogatory remarks about the Church. (Ex. J, 

Transcript, at 11-13.)2  The Aznarans' connection to and 

cooperation with Mr. Jeglikowski's office through Mr. Roth was 

at first denied. However, the tape recording of that interview 

was ordered to be produced to defendants by the Aznarans by 

Magistrate Eick in this case in January of 1989, after granting 

defendants' motion to compel in this case. (Ex. L, Order.) 

Toby Plevin is an anti--Scientology attorney who represents 

several individuals in litigation against various Churches. 

Ms. Plevin was contacted by Mr. Jeglikowski about the Church 

and met with him. (Ex. M, Plevin Deposition at 33-35.) Mr. 

Jeglikowski set up a subsequent meeting between Ms. Plevin and 

Revenue Officer Sandra Baker and other IRS employees, including 

an attorney who worked under Mr. Jeglikowski. (Ex. M, Plevin 

Deposition, at 36-37.) At the later meeting, Ms. Plevin 

recommended the Aznarans to Ms. Baker as potential witnesses 

2 	Yanny was seminal in arranging this interview, through Al 
Lipkin of the Criminal Investigation Division of the IRS. (Ex. K, 
Lipkin Deposition, at 154-155.) 
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1 

2 

3 

for the IRS to use against the Church. 	Id. at 64-66.3  

Ms. Baker has been a pivotal agent in attacks upon the 

Church, through illegal levies and penalty assessments and 

4 other strong-arm collection tactics. 	(Declaration of Kendrick 

5 L. Moxon, 1 2.) 	It is her activities in that regard that form 

6 the basis for the C.S.C. v. U.S. case. 	In a recent meeting 

7 with Beverly Blanke, an IRS Appeals Officer with whom Church 

8 counsel have been discussing improper 100% penalty assessments 

9 issued by Ms. Baker against various Church staff, Ms. Blanke 

10 informed Church counsel that Ms. Baker has relied on statements 

11 made by Vicki Aznaran to Ms. Baker for much of the information 

12 upon which she based the penalty assessments. 	(Declaration of 

13 Monique Yingling, 1 2.) 	This is a:critical factual component 

14 of this motion, because it is Mr. Jeglikowski's contacts with 

15 Ms. Plevin that led Revenue Officer Baker to Vicki Aznaran to 

16 serve as an informant for Baker in her activities. 

17 The defendants' former counsel (and the Aznarans' current 

18 "covert" counsel who was twice been prbhibited from 

19 representing the Aznarans publicly in this case), Joseph Yanny, 

20
!  

has participated in this whole network of anti-Scientology 

21 operations in other ways. 	Last year, IRS District Counsel 

22 Gordon Gidlund, who is on Mr. Jeglikowski's staff, was in 	 1 

23 contact with Yanny (who also appeared for the Aznarans in this 

24 

25 3 Ms. 	Plevin 	actually 	made 	an 	appearance 	on 	behalf 	of 	the ! 
Aznarans on March 5, 	1990 in a separate action by the Aznarans 

26 against 	these 	and 	other 	defendants 	(Aznaran 	v. 	Church 	of 

27 
Scientology 	International, 	C.D.Cal. 	No. 	89-6319-R). 	(Ex. 	N, 
Transcript of Proceedings) 

28 10 
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case last year) regarding subpoenas issued to Yanny by Ms. 

Baker. (Ex. 0, Letter of October 1, 1991.) The subpoenas 

issued to Yanny were subsequently withdrawn by the IRS after 

Church counsel were informed of them and filed suit to stop the 

IRS from improperly going behind the back of Yanny's former 

clients to supply privileged information to the IRS. 

(Declaration of Kendrick L. Moxon, 1 3.) Nevertheless, while 

the Church ultimately prevailed in forcing the withdrawal of 

the unlawful subpoenas, the anti-Church efforts coordinated by 

Mr. Jeglikowski's subordinate, Mr. Gidlund, and Ms. Baker would 

have been successful if the Church had not been advised of them 

and taken action. 

Thus it can be seen that Mr. Jeglikowski, directly and 

through his subordinates and associates, has had a long 

involvement with the Aznarans and those connected with them in 

connection with this case (as evidenced by the tapes ordered 

produced in this action). He also monitors this litigation in 

his monthly meetings and initiates and maintains contact with 

allies of the Aznarans with respect to defendants. He 

coordinates with a number of individuals, both IRS staff and 

private litigants and their lawyers, who are connected to this 

litigation directly or indirectly. Because of that 

involvement, viewed in conjunction with Mr. Jeglikowski's 

relationship with the Court, defendants urge this Court to 

issue a recusal order similar to that issued in the C.S.C. v.  

U.S. case. 

 

/ / / 
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ARGUMENT  

DISQUALIFICATION IS MANDATED WHEN THE 

IMPARTIALITY OF THE DISTRICT COURT MIGHT 

REASONABLY BE QUESTIONED BY THE AVERAGE PERSON  

Under 28 U.S.C. Section 455(a), "any justice, judge, or 

magistrate of the United States shall disqualify himself in any 

proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be 

questioned." The standard to be applied in determining whether 

recusal is appropriate is "whether a reasonable person with 

knowledge of all the facts would conclude that the judge's 

impartiality might reasonably be questioned." United States v.  

Studley, 783 F.2d 934, 939 (9th Cir. 1986) (citation omitted); 

H.Rep.No. 1453, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess., reprinted in 1974 U.S.  

Code Conq. & Admin. News 6351, 6355. To this end, "a judge 

faced with a potential ground for disqualification ought to 

consider how his participation in a given case looks to the 

average person on the street," Potashnick v. Port City Const.  

Co., 609 F.2d 1101, 1111 (5th Cir.) cert. denied, 449 U.S. 820, 

101 S.Ct. 78 (1980), rather than basing his ruling solely upon 

the judge's own personal view of his partiality. United States  

v. Cowden, 545 F.2d 257, 265 (1st Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 430 

U.S. 909, 97 S.Ct. 1181 (1977). 

Although set forth as "a self-enforcing obligation" of the 

judge, Section 455 properly "may be invoked by a party." In Re 

Manoa Finance Co., Inc., 781 F.2d 1370, 1373 (9th Cir. 1986), 

cert. denied sub nom, Yamamoto v. Klenske, 479 U.S. 1064, 107 

/// 

12 

  



S.Ct. 948 (1987). However, in ruling on such a motion, the 

judge must look beyond the facts presented by the moving party 

and also take into account facts known to the judge, whether in 

"public" or "hidden view." State of Idaho v. Freemen, 507 F. 

Supp. 706, 722-23 (D.Idaho 1981). The judge is not to engage 

in an "introspective estimate of his own ability impartially to 

hear a case," but is to apply an objective standard. Roberts 

v. Bailar, 625 F.2d 125, 129 (6th Cir. 1980). 

Moreover, when there is doubt in the Court's mind, it 

should be resolved in favor of the party seeking recusal. 

Church of Scientology of California v: Cooper, 495 F.Supp. 455, 

461-462 (C.D. Cal. 1980);4  Hall v. Small Business  

Administration, 695 F.2d 175, 178-179 (5th Cir. 1983). Aside 

from statutory requirements, courts have stated that judges 

have inherent responsibility to assure "the appearance of 

detached impartiality." Matter of Horton, 621 F.2d 968, 970. 

(9th Cir. 1980) (emphasis added); State of California v.  

Kleppe, 431 F.Supp. 1344, 1350 (C.D. Cal. 1911) (". . . The 

Judiciary. should not only be impartial, but always appear 

impartial"). In fact, for a judge to appear partial is just as 

dangerous as a judge actually being partial. United States v.  

Conforte, 624 F.2d 869, 891 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 

1012, 101 S.Ct. 568 (1980). 

4 	In the Cooper case, this Court ruled that the language of 
§ 455(a) mandating disqualification by a Judge any time "his 
impartiality might reasonably be questioned," warranted recusal 
even in a case where the Court recalled the facts to be different 
than alleged in the plaintiff's affidavit since the affiants 
believed their affidavits to be reasonable. Id. at 461. 
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lj 	Noted by the District Court for the Eastern District of 

New York: 

This "appearance to the community" test replaced the 

41 	"substantial interest" standard of the former statute and 

was intended to incorporate the "appearance of 

impropriety" test existing in the Code of Judicial 

Conduct. . 	. The legislative history surrounding 

8 	subsection (a) indicates that the objective standard 

9 	embodied in the statute "is designed to promote public 

10 	confidence in the impartiality of the judicial process. 

11 	. • " In order to maintain this public confidence 

12 	"disqualification may be required even when there is no 

13- 	actual bias or prejudice." . 	. ;This is so because the 

14 	"appearance of impartiality is virtually as important as 

15 	the fact of impartiality." As Judge Weinfeld aptly 

16 	pointed out, "[a] cardinal principle of our system of 

17 	justice is that not only must there be the reality of a 

18 	fair trial and impartiality in accordance with due 

19 	process, but also the appearance of a fair trial and 

20 	impartiality." 

21 United States v. Pepper & Potter, Inc., 677 F.Supp. 123, 125- 

22 126 (E.D.N.Y. 1988) (citations omitted). 

23 	Even if movants do not challenge a judge's actual 

24 impartiality, the statute mandates his recusal, since "[t]he 

25- weightier concern here is for the average person on the street 

26 whose confidence in the probity of the judicial process is as 

27 important and vital as the ability of a given judge to preside 

281 	 14 



1 

5 

6: 

9 

10 

11: 

fairly in a given case." 	at 126 	(citation omitted). 

As discussed above, the Court has just recused itself 5114 

sponte in a Church case because of its relationship to Mr. 

Jeglikowski and the presence of Mr. Jeglikowski as a defendant 

in that case. 	While not a party in this litigation, Mr. 

Jeglikowski is involved in it, and maintains ties to the 

Aznarans, their counsel and their allies directly or through 

his associates and subordinates. 	He personally made a contact 

through which the Aznarans' participation as IRS witnesses was 

recommended and created. 	His office, through Mr. Roth, 

interviewed the Aznarans pursuant to a subpoena that identified 

12 as its subject matter the complaint in this case. 	His 

13 involvement with these litigants and this litigation, while 

14 covert, is by no means minor. 	In such circumstances, for this 

15 Court, as Mr. Jeglikowski's friend and former associate, to 

16 preside over this case raises an appearance of impropriety. 

17 The Court should recuse itself here, as it did in CSC v. US. 

18 CONCLUSION 

19,  This Court has deemed its relationship with Charles 

20 Jeglikowski to be sufficient grounds fOr recusal to avoid the 

21 appearance of impropriety in a case where Mr. Jeglikowski is a 

22 defendant and a Church of Scientology is the plaintiff. 	The 

23 Court has pointed out that it did not discover that this ground 

24 for recusal had been advanced by plaintiffs until reviewing the 

25 file in that case. 	While Mr. Jeglikowski is not a party in the 

26; instant case, he has, however, been involved with this case and 

27•: with the plaintiffs, both directly and indirectly, on a 

28 15 



By: 

Attorne = 	Defendant 
CHURC • CIENTOLOGY 
INTE TIONAL 

continuing basis in an alliance designed to benefit plaintiffs 

and the IRS. His involvement here, in the case over which his 

friend and former colleague presides, raises an appearance of 

impropriety, just as his presence as a defendant in the CSC v.  

US case did. The Court should recuse itself and order that the 

case be assigned to another Judge in the usual fashion. 

..--- 
DATE: 	 , 1992 	 Respectfully submitted, 

BOWLES & MOXON 

Earle C. Cooley 
COOLEY, MANION, MOORE & 
JONES, P.C. 

Attorneys for Defendants 
CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL 
TECHNOLOGY, RELIGIOUS 
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
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I, Xonique 1. Yingling, hereby declare: 

1. I am a partner with the lair fin of Xuakert, Scoutt 

Rasenbarger in Washington, D.C. I represent a number of Churches 

of scientology and individual Church of Scientology staff-before 

the Internal Revenue Service. X have personal knowledge of the 

facts set forth below, and if called upon to do so, could and 

would competently testify thereto. 

2. I have had numerous contacts with Sandra Baker, a 

Revenue Officer in the IRS Los Angeles Office, related to 

assessments made against various Churches of Scientology and 

individual Church of Scientology staff and her attempts to 

collect on those assessments in violation of IRS policies and 

procedures and in violation of the Internal Revenue Cods. It is 

xs. Baker's activities in that regard that form the basis for the 

Complaint filed in C.S.C. v. U.$.. In a recant meeting and in 

telephone conversations with Beverly Blank., an Appeals Officer 

in the IRS Los Angeles office, regarding 100% penalty assessments 

made by Xs. Baker against various Church of scientology staff, 

Ms. Blanks informed me that ms. Baker has relied on statements of 

Vicki Aznaran for much of the information upon which she based 

the assessments in question. Xs. Blanks related a number of 

allegedly factual statements that Xs. Aznaran had made to Ms. 

Baker which resulted in the assessment of 1004; penalties against 

various Church of scientology staff. From my own personal 

• 017 



knowledge of the facts in question, the bulk of the allegations 

are false. 

i declare under penalties of perjury that the foregoing is 

true and correct. 

Executed in Washington, D.C. this 	day of August, 1992. 
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DECLARATION OF KENDRICK L. MOKON 

I, Kendrick L. Moxon, hereby declare: 

1. I am a partner in the law firm of Bowles & Moxon, 

counsel for some of the defendants in the instant case. I also 

represent various Churches of Scientology in connection with 

litigation with the Internal Revenue Service. I have personal 

knowledge of the matters set forth below, and if called upon to 

do so could and would competently testify thereto. 

2. IRS Revenue Officer Sandra Baker has been a pivotal 

agent in attacks upon the Churches of Scientology, through 

illegal levies and penalty assessments and other strong-arm 

collection tactics. I have sued the IRS on behalf of my 

client, Church of Scientology of California, in connection with 

improper 100% penalty assessments imposed by Ms. Baker on 

members of the Scientology religion, many of whom had no 

faintest connection with or responsibility for payment of the 

taxes in question. 

3. In 1991, Ms. Baker issued a summons to Joseph Yanny, 

former counsel for the Churches. The summons issued to Yanny 

was subsequently withdrawn by the IRS after Church counsel were 

informed of the summons and filed suit to prevent the IRS from 

seeking to obtain privileged attorney-client information from 

Yanny. Nevertheless, while the Church ultimately prevailed in 

forcing the withdrawal of the unlawful summons, the anti-Church 

efforts coordinated by Mr. Jeglikowski's subordinate, Mr. 

Gidlund, and Ms. Baker would have been successful if the Church 

had not been advised of them and taken action. 

/// 	
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Kendrick . Moxon 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

United States of America that the foregoing is true and 

correct. 

Executed in Los Angeles, California the ZS- day of 	 

1992. 
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DECLARATION OF LAURIE J. EARTILSON 

I, LAURIE J. BARTILSON, declare, 

1. I am an attorney licensed to practice in the State of 

California and I am admitted to practice before this Court. 

am attorney of record for defendant CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 

INTERNATIONAL in the above-captioned matter. I am familiar with 

the records of this case and the discovery taken herein. 

2. Attached hereto are true and correct copies of the 

following documents: 

Exhibit A -- Letter from the Court dated 9-5-91. 

Exhibit B -- Plaintiff's Reply to Opposition to Motion to 

Recuse the Honorable James M. Ideman in CSC v. United States,  

et al., No. CV-90-2042-JMI (GHKx) ("CSC v. US"). 

Exhibit C -- Order of Recusal in CSC v. US dated August 

19, 1992. 

Exhibit D -- Document entitled "AGENDA" released pursuant 

to the Freedom of Information Act. 

Exhibit E -- Excerpts from the deposition of Vicki J. 

Aznaran taken on June 22, 1998. 

Exhibit F -- Excerpt from the deposition of Gregory Roth 

taken on June 11, 1990 in CSC v. US. 

Exhibit G -- Excerpt from the deposition of Charles 

Jeglikowski taken on May 1, 1991 in CSC v. Baker. 

Exhibit H -- Summons from the Department of Treasury 

Internal Revenue Service to Richard N. Aznaran and Vicki J. 

Aznaran dated May 9, 1988. 

Exhibit I -- Excerpts of the tape transcripts of the 

interview between agents of the IRS and Vicki and Richard 

-1- 
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10 
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1 Aznaran. 

Exhibit J -- Excerpt of the tape transcript of the 

interview between agents of the IRS and Vicki and Richard 

Aznaran. 

Exhibit K -- Excerpt of the deposition of Alan P. Lipkin 

on March 20, 1990 taken in David Miscavige v. IRS No. 

CV88-7381-TJH(Kx). 

Exhibit L -- January 6, 1989 Order Granting Counter- 

Claimants Motion to Compel. 

Exhibit M -- Excerpts from the deposition of Toby L. Plevin 

on February 6, 1992 taken in CSC v. US. 

Exhibit N -- Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings of March 

5, 1990 taken in Aznaran v. Church of Scientology 

International, C.D.Cal. No. 89-6319-R. 

Exhibit 0 -- Letter of October 1, 1991 from Gordon Gidlund 

to Joseph Yanny. 

I declare under penalty of perjury of the laws of the 

United States and the State of California that the foregoing is 

true and correct. 

Executed this 25th day of August, 1992, in Los Angeles, 

California. 
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NA L 
'1NITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

memorandum 
CURL us oisTwiCT COUFT 

To, Judge JAMES M. IDEMAN 
c/o JUDITH HURLEY 

C-2-v1-1  Case No.  CV 8 8 - 1 7 8 6 JMI (Ex) 

pltf : VICKI J. AZNARAN and RICHARD N. AZNARAN, 

vs 

Deft: CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA, et al., 
• 

The attached Motion to Disqualify is preseriied to you for 
your review and a determination as to whether or not you wish 
to disqualify yourself fran the case or allow a judge to be 
drawn fran the wheel to hear the motion pursuant to General 
Order 224. 

Based upon your ciPciion, this office will: 

Er/  
Assign a Judge through the wileel to hear the Motion 
to Disqualify 

Assign the case through the Neel to another judge for 

0 all further proceedings. This detemminaadcrt would 
require you to grant the Motion to Disqualify 

i'AL1/4()
4L, 

 

-.7).S. DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 

Attachment 

CV-13 10/85 023 ornomm.raitod ime. to 
(mum &Am 
GSA WW1 cu CM) 101-1 I .9 
11111414 

CPI 	1911 0 — 	(I1S3.) 

9-5-91 
ol:FLT TO Janice Woods 

A TTfoll OF, Civil Section Supervisor 

54JIIJIECT: :10TICN TO DISQLMIFY 
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John J. Quinn— 
Eric L. Dobberteen 
QUINN, KULLY & MORROW 
520 S. Grand Avenue, 8th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
(213) 622-0300 

William T. Drescher 
23679 Calabasas Road, Suite 338 
Calabasas, CA 91302 
(818) 591-0039 

Kendrick L. Moxon 
Marcello M. Di Mauro 
BOWLES & MOXON 
6255 Sunset Blvd. 
Suite 2000 
Hollywood, CA 90028 
(213) 661-4030 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF 
CALIFORNIA, a Nonprofit 
Religious Corporation, 

Plaintiff 

v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
SANDRA BAKER, Revenue 
Officer, BALDEMAR GOMEZ, 
Revenue Officer, CHARLES 
JEGLIKOWSKI, Assistant 
District Counsel, and 
SHERRILL FIELDS, District 
Chief of Collections, 

Defendants. 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 
OF CALIFORNIA 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE. CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CASE NO. CV 90 2042 JMI (GHKx) 

PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO 
RECUSE THE HONORABLE JAMES M. 
IDEMAN; DECLARATION OF 
KENDRICK L. MOXON 

NOTE: THIS RECUSAL IS PENDING 
BEFORE BON. J. SPENCER LETTS 

.'• 

Date: October 25, 1991 
Time: 	3:30 p.m. 
Dept: Hon. J. Spencer Letts 
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I. DEFENDANTS' UNTIMELY SEr—E.D OPPOSITION 

SHOULD BE STRICKEN BY THIS COURT 

Plaintiff filed and served its Motion to Recuse the 

Honorable James M. Ideman on September 24, 1991, at which time, 

a hearing date was set for October 28, 1991. The motion was 

then assigned to the Honorable J. Spenter Letts, who set it for 

hearing on October 25, 191.1/ The order changing the 

served by the Clerk to all counsel of record on 

thereby giving defendants 17 days notice of the 

(Ex. A.) Accordingly, defendants were required 

to file their opposition by October 11, 1991. Local Rule 

7.6.2/ However, defendants did not file or serve their 

opposition until October 16, 1991. 

This Court should preclude defendants from opposing 

plaintiff's recusal motion, based on defendants' failure to 

timely file an opposition. There is ample authority under the 

Local Rules and F.R.Civ.P. empowering the Court to strike 

defendants' opposition. Local Rule 7.9 provides that, "Papers  

1. The Church of Scientology of California, along with other 
Church parties, has also filed recusal motions in two other 
cases presided over by Judge Ideman, Religious Technology 
Center. et al. v. Scott, -et al., Case No. 85-711 JMI(Bx) 
("Scott"), and Aznaran v. Church of Scientology of  
California. et  al., Case No. 88-1786 JMI(Ex) ("Azzaran"). 
These motions are also set for hearing before Judge Letts on 
same date. 

2. U.S. District Court for the Central District Local 
Rule 7.6 provides in pertinent part - "Each opposing party 
shall, not later than fourteen days before the date designated 
for the hearing of the motion, serve upon all other parties and 
file with the clerk either (a) ...a statement of all the reascnE 
in opposition..., or (b) a written statement that he will not 
oppose the motion." Indeed, even if defendants had not receive 
notice of the change of hearing date, their opposition would 
have been due on October 15th. 

-2- 
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:got timely —led by a cartY, includin any memoranda or other 

papers required to be filed under this rule, will not be 

considered and may be deemed by the Court consent to the 

granting or denial of the motion, as the case may be." [Emphasis 

added.] 

Local Rule 7.3.3 provides that "[a] party filing any 

document in support of, or in opposition to, any motion noticed 

for hearing as above provided after the time for filing the same 

shall have expired, shall be subject to the sanctions of Local 

Rule 27 and the F.R.Civ.P. Additionally, the Court may strike 

the filing of any such late document and disregard it for all 

purposes." 

Accordingly, defendants' opposition should be stricken and 

disregarded by the Court, and plaintiff's motion granted. 

II. THE APPLICABLE CASE-LAW MANDATES RECUSAL WHERE  

A COURT'S BIAS ORIGINATES FROM EXTRA JUDICIAL SOURCES  

Where there is "deep-rooted" animus, "related to a suspect 

or invidious motive such as racial bias . . . only the 

slightest indication of the appearance or fact of bias or 

prejudice arising from these sources would be sufficient to 

disaualifv." United States v. Conforte, 624 F.2d 869, 881 

(9th Cir. 1980) (emphasis added). On the facts presented in 

the Recusal Motion and in this and the Scott and Aznaran 

replies, there can be no doubt in an objective mind that the 

judge in this case at the very least appears biased, far more 

than slightly. Defendants cite - no fact or law that refutes this 

/// 

/// 
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inescapable ,.__.„nclusion.11  

The Church has not relied on rulings in this case or 

the Scott or Aznaran cases. The significance of the ruling 

in Aznaran which is the basis for that recusal motion is not 

the ruling itself. It is the fact that Judge Ideman is so 

biased against the Scientology defendahts in that case that he 

attributes the Aznarans' wrongdoing to those defendants. (See 

Aznaran recusal motion, at 4-12, Ex. A to Recusal Motion.) 

Moreover, subsequent to filing its motion, plaintiff has 

obtained further evidence which compels the recusal of Judge 

Ideman. Plaintiff has learned that a framed copy of the cover 

of the May 6, 1991 issue of Time magazine hangs on the wall of 

Judge Ideman's office. Judge Ideman's-display of the slanted 

and intemperate Time article on the wall of chambers is, 

simply described/ an expression of prelUdlce which cannot be 

countenanced by the Court. If a jurist-4s so religiously 

biased, his ability to adjudicate cases Involving such religion 

is in doubt. The full details regarding the Time article and 

its presence on the wall of Judge Ideman's chambers are 

contained in the reply papers filed in the Aznaran case. 

(Ex. B, Aznaran reply at 5-9.) Therefote, plaintiff herein 

adopts the discussion contained in the -Aznaran reply, which 

explains how plaintiff came to know of the existence of this 

evidence through chance, during an interview of a prospective 

3. In their opposition defendants attempt to directly 
mislead this court by stating that the "instant motion to recuse 
is not related" to Aznaran or Scott "because those cases do 
not involve the same parties." On the contrary, CSC j  an 
active party in the Scott case as both a plaintiff and 
counterclaimant, and is an unserved defendant in the 
Aznaran case. 

-4- 
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law clerk. 	eclaration of Ava Chrome 	Ex. B to Aznaran  

reply.) 

III - THE COURT'S FORMER RELATIONSHIP WITH 

DEFENDANT CHARLES JEGLIYOWSKI ALSO  

RAISES THE APPEARANCE OF POTENTIAL BIAS  

One of the defendants in this case, Charles Jeglikowski, 

has admitted in his deposition herein that he has in the past 

had a personal and business relationship with the Court. Mr. 

Jeglikowski stated that from approximately 1973 to 1976, he and 

Judge Ideman worked in the same or sister units of the Judge 

Advocate General Corps in the U.S. Army. (Ex. C at 9-11) 

Both the Court and Mr. Jeglikowski were posted in the 78th 

Military Law Center in San Pedro, California during which they 

enjoyed a "cordial" relationship. (Id. at 10-11) Mrs. 

Jeglikowski and Mrs. Ideman also enjoyed a "cordial" 

relationship during this period. (II. at 13) The 

Jeglikowskis and the Idemans also attended "one - or two" social 

functions together.;  (Id. at 10-12) 

In the instant case, the Court will be required to 

adjudicate whether or not his former friend and associate has 

been culpable of serious alleged conduct. The Court will also 

be required to make determinations as to the credibility of the 

testimony of Mr. Jeglikowski and the subjective intent of Mr. 

Jeglikowski concerning conduct which is susceptible to 

differing interpretations by the finder of fact. For example, 

plaintiff's First Amendment rights arising out of religious 

animus by Jeglikowski, among others. A "cordial" work and 

personal relationship extending over a period of several years 

-5- 
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BOWLES 

By: 
endr 

might not s( e to raise the appearan( of impropriety if Mr. 

Jeglikowski - now an attorney in the IRS District Counsel's 

Office in Los Angeles - were mere counsel on the case. However 

here, for the Court to make such factual determinations 

notwithstanding the former relationship of the Court and a 

defendant, an appearance of impropriety is manifested. 

IV - CONCLUSION  

For the reasons set forth herein, defendant's opposition 

should be stricken, and the motion for recusal granted. 

Dated: October 18, 1991 	 Respectfully submitted 

John J. Quinn 
Eric L. Dobberteen 
QUINN, BULLY & MORROW 

WILLIAM T. DRESCHER 

Attorneys f•r Plaintiff 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 
OF CALIFORNIA 
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AUG 1 992e 
1 

"CLERIC.U.S. 
CENTRALD 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF 	) CV-90-2042-JMI (GHKx) 
CALIFORNIA, 	 ) 

) 
) ORDER OF RECUSAL 

Plaintiff(s), ) 
) 

v. 	 ) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et ) 
al., 	 ) 

) 
) 

Defendant(s). ) 
	 ) 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

The Court, having read and reviewed the file in the above-

entitled action, finds that it is acquainted with one of the 

named defendants, Charles Jeglikowski. The Court served in the 

same Army Reserve uwith Mr. Jeglikowski and is acquainted 

and has attended social functions with both him and his wife, 

who 4a currently working_as a secretary fOr a Judge of this 

Court. 
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The Court ; aware that these facts we - mentioned at a 
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hearing before another Judge of this Court in a hearing to 

disqualify this Court from hearing several matters of which this 

case is one. Although the Judge hearing the motion declined to 

recuse this Court, this Court has never been asked to recuse 

Itself from this case on these specific grounds. In an effort 

to avoid even the appearance of impropriety, the Court hereby 

RECUSES itself from the above-entitled action. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: 

JAMES M. IDEMAN 
United States District Judge 
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Ak)G 	1942I  

Change Initials of Judge  swam K. mows 

Civil Case Number 	Cv90-2C42Jill (Gmkz) 

Case Name 	 CEURCE OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA, 

Unites States 
District 'aurt 	1ec.4.41 • Imosnan 

C • • • 

Central District of California 
°fit(' 01 THE CLINIC 

VS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, et al. 

By order of Court filed  8-19-92 

been assigned through the wheel to Judge 

the above-entitled case has 

!AWE. WU.LXAl 

 

for all further proceedings. Pursuant to this transfer order, any 

discovery matters that are or may be referred to a Magistrate Judge are 

hereby transferred to Magistrate Judge 	IVA  

Substitute the Judge/Magistrate Judge's initials as indicated 

above, in place of those of the prior Judge/Magistrate Judge on all 

documents filed hereafter, so that the case number wilL'be shown as 

CV90 -2042 DEW (Mix) 

To expedite matters, it would be appreciated if you would use 

the complete case number in all correspondence. 

CLERK, y.7
7 
 ZCT CO 

ESTRELLA SOLTE 
By 

	

	  
Deputy Clerk 

CV-19 (4/92) 
Change of Initials (judge) 

U.S. COURTHOUSE, RM. Cril • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012 
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AGENDA 

0101.1111 
V 

. U date o• matters discussed at meetin on 	 6 1989 

a us of 7611 request in the National Office • 

4. Canadian Update 

5. Applica 	 w -year period under I.R.C. Section 
7611 c 

6. Status of 	Collateral Request from Florid 

7.Status of Atlanta Summons 

:sr ;1-:1 

033 1 



3. s- _•.:s =a ort o civil suits connected 	Church 

b. 'ear, 

. The Aznarans 

d. Tax Court 162 & 170 Cases 

. Collection Update 

. Freedom of Information Act 
a. New FOIA Requests 

b.. Security Matters 

11. Internal Security - Current Status/Trends 

12. Coordination of Next Meeting mg 
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VICKI J. A. ARAN - 6-22-88 	 VOLUME 2 

UNITED STATES D/STRICT COURT 

Th 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

	

3 	VICKI J. AZNARAN AND 
RICHARD N. AZNARAN 

4 
VERSUS - 	 NO. CV 88-1785-4/DK 

5 
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF * 

	

6 	CALIFORNIA, INC.; CHURCH * 
OF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY, * 

	

7 	INC.; SCIENTOLOGY 
MISSIONS INTERNATIONAL, * 

	

8 	INC.; RELIGIOUS 
TECHNOLOGY CENTER, INC.; * 

	

9 	AUTHOR SERVICES, INC.; 	* 
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 

	

10 	INTERNATIONAL, INC.; 
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF * 

	

11 	LOS ANGELES, INC.; 
MISSION OFFICE WORLDWIDE;* 

	

12 	AUTHOR FAMILY TRUST; THE * 
ESTATE OF L. RON HU3BARD;* 

	

13 	DAVID MISCAVIGE; AND. 
NORMAN -STARKEY 

14 
ORAL DEPOSITION OF 

VICKI J. AZNARAN 

On the 22nd day of June, 1988, at 

10:00 a.m., the oral deposition of the above-named 

witness was taken at the instance of the Defendants 

before Roger W. Miller, Certified Shorthand Reporter 

in and for the State of Texas, at the offices of 

Cohan, Simpson, Cowlishaw, Aranza L Wulff, 

in the City of Dallas, County of Dallas, State of 

Texas, pursuant the agreement hereinbefore set 

forth. 
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VICKI J. AZNARAN - 6-22-88 	VOLUME 2 

A 	Yes. 	I was there. 

Q 	Have you ever seen the order removing 

David Mayo from post? 

A 	Probably saw it at the time. I don't 

recall now. You are speaking of the LRH order? 

Q 	Any order. 

A 	There was an LRH order about it, which I 

saw. 

Did you see it? 

A 	. Yes. 

Q 	And did you see any other order? 

A 	I don't recall at this time if I did or 

not. 

Q 	Incidentally, are you through with that 

aspect of it? 

A 	Uh-huh. Yes. 

Q 	Okay. Before we go on to some more, 

before I ask you the additional things that you may 

have on this, I want to just ask you something I 

forgot. When you met with the IRS, were the men 

introduced to you by name? 

A 	Yes, they were. 

Q 	And do you remember before your lawyer 

mentioned Mr. Dorsey? 

MR. VAN SICKLE: Corsy. 
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Q 	Corsy, I'm sorry. I'm thinking of Tommy 

and Jimmy Dorsey. Corsy? 

A 	Yeah, I remember him mentioning that. 

Q 	Do you remember his first nam e, Mr. 

Corsy? 

A 	No. 

Q 	He was there, and you were introduced to 

him? 

A 	I don't actually remember that's his 

name, but if he remembers it, I'm sure that's 

correct. 

Do you remember a Mel Young? 

A 	Yes. 

And .he was there? 

A 	That's correct. 

Q 	And do you remember a Greg Roth? 

A 	I can't say that I remember that was one 

of them's name or not. 	I don't recall that name. 

Q 	The fellow 3 am talking calling Greg Roth 

I would describe as being over six feet and having a 

mustache. 

A 	He was tall. 

Q 	Did he have a mustache? 

A 
	

I don't remember a mustache or not. 

Maybe. 
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Q 	And the name doesn't ring a bell with 

you? 

A 	No. But that doesn't Mean that it wasn't 

the guy. 

MR. COOLEY: Are we able, Mr. Van 

Sickle, to nail down who they were? We know Corsy, 

we know Young. Was Greg Roth the third person? 

MR. VAN SICKLE: I now believe so. 

nR. COOLEY: Fine, thank you. 

Q 	Who in that group instructed you not to 

discuss with anyone what happened? Who gave you 

that instruction? 

A 	The instruction was that, "You have 

confidential confidential informant status, and this 

meeting .is confidential and closed to people outside 

of this room." 

Q 	And who said that? 

A 	The attorney, whatever his name was. 

Q All right. ,Whoever it was that was in 

the attorney's role said that. Was that the tall 

guy with the -- 

A 	It was a tall guy. I don't remember -- 

Q Is he the one that said it? 

A 	Yes. 

Q Okay. Did you -- were you of the view 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

  

  

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF 	 ) 
CALIFORNIA, A NONPROFIT 	 ) 
RELIGIOUS CORPORATION, 	 ) 

) 
PLAINTIFF, 	) 	NO. 

) 
VS. 	 ) 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 	 ) 
AND SANDRA BAKER, 	 ) 
REVENUE OFFICER, 	 ) 

DEFENDANTS. 	) 

902042 JMI(GH1(x) 

DEPOSITION OF 

GREGORY ROTH, 

-LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

JUNE 11, 1990 

ATKINSON-BAKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTERS 
1612 West Olive, Suite 203 
Burbank, California 91506 
:818) 566-8840 
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GREGORY A. ROTH, 

having first been duly sworn, was 

examined and testified as follows: 

EXAMINATION 

BY MR. DRESCHER: 

Q 	Mr. Roth, would you state and spell your name 

for the record? 

A. 	First name Gregory, G-r-e-g-o-r-y, middle 

initial A, Roth, r-o-t-h. 

Q. 	What's your current title?i.  

A. 	Okay. Senior Trial Attorney, Chief 

Counsel's Office, Office of District Counsel. 1 am also a 

Special Assistant to the United States Attorney, Tax . 

Division. 

Q. 	And your business address where you can be 

reached? 

A. 	950 Hampshire Road. Thousand Oaks, 

California. 

Q. 	Just out of the introductions, my name is 

Bill Drescher. - am with Wyman Bauzzer Kuchel & Silbert, 

one of the two law firrs representing Church of 

Scientolocy c: 	 Tr.is is Jim Morrow. He is a 

paralacA.: with Ilinwles 	 is ry co-counsel 
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(Discussion off the record.) 

Q• 	BY MR. DRESCHER: When did you first go to 

work with the Internal Revenue Service. 

A. 	September 1981. 

4- 	-You have been continuously employed by the 

Service since then? 

A. 	Correct. 

Q• 	In what capacity did you join the Service? 

A. 	I was an attorney with the legislation 

regulations division at national office, Washington, D.C. 

Q. 	If you could very briefly track your 

different responsibilities in terms of position titles 

since September of '81? 

A. 	When I joined in the legislation 

regulations division I was a drafter of regulations. I 

transferred to the Los Angeles Office of District Counsel 

approximately September 1983 where I began as a trial 

attorney. 

Q. 	The post you still hold? 

Correct, except that I am now with the 

Office of District Counsel in Thousand Oaks. I have been 

there for approximately ten months. I have been a Special 

Assistant to 	attorney since approximately February 

1989. 

Q. 	_:ref's not an ar3 *noc eppoinzment, Specie: 
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Assistant. 

A. 	Excuse me? 

4- 
	That wasn't an appointment for a particular 

project? 

A. 	"That's correct. 

Q. 	It's an ongoing? 

A. 	That's correct. It's primarily in 

bankruptcy appearances. 

Q. 	When did you first become aware of the 

dispute between the Church of Scientology of California 

and the Service concerning FICA/FUTA tax liabilities for 

1976 through '86? 

A. 	When I read your Subpoena and the 

Complaint. 

Q. 	So one of the documents actually connected 

with the lawsuit that gave you your first awareness of the 

dispute? 

A. 	Correct. 

Q. 	When did you first read the Complaint? 

A. 	Approxlmately ten days ago. 

Q• 
	:t was furnished to vou by counsel 

presume? 

That's correct. Excuse me. When vou say 

counsel. = believe the person who literally cave it tc me 

WES an aztorn.ev in our offio.:7,  •r.v The name of Darren 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

ORIGINAL 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF 
CALIFORNIA, 

) 
) 
) 

PLAINTIFF, 
VS. 

) 
) NO. 90 2042 JMI (GHKX) 
) 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ) 
AND SANDRA BAKER, 

DEFENDANTS. 
) 
) 

 	) 

DEPOSITION OF 

CHARLES W. JEGLIKOWSKI 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

MAY 1, 1991 

ATKINSON-BAKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTERS 
1612 WEST OLIVE AVENUE, SUITE 203 
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 91506 

REPORTED BY: CHARLENE VAN SLOTEN, CSR #5372 

FILE NO.: 912999 
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CHARLES W. JEGLIKOWSKI, 

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, WAS 

EXAMINED AND TESTIFIED AS FOLLOWS: 

EXAMINATION 

BY MR. MOXON: 

Q. 	WOULD YOU STATE YOUR NAME FOR THE 

RECORD, PLEASE, AND SPELL IT. 

A. 	CHARLES W. JEGLIKOWSKI, 

J-E-G-L-I-K-O-W-S-K-I. 

Q. 	MR. JEGLIKOWSKI, YOU HAVE BEEN DEPOSED 

BEFORE? 

A. 	YES, I HAVE. 

Q. 	ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE PROCEDURE? 

A. 	YES, I AM. 

Q. 	CAN YOU TELL ME YOUR CURRENT POSITION 

AND ITS DUTIES? 

A. 	CURRENTLY I AM AN .ASSISTANT DISTRICT 

COUNSEL WITH MY POST AT THOUSAND OAKS DISTRICT, 

DISTRICT COUNSEL. MY  DUTIES ARE TO SUPERVISE 

ATTORNEYS AND GIVE LEGAL ADVICE TO EMPLOYEES OF 

THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. 

C2 • 
	 HOW LONG HAVE YOU HELD THAT POSITION? 

A. 	SINCE AUGUST 8, 1988. 

Q. 
	 WHAT WAS YOUR PRIOR POSITION? 
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A. 	I WAS A DOCKET ATTORNEY WITH A POST OF 

DUTY IN THE LOS ANGELES DISTRICT COUNSEL OFFICE. 

	

Q. 	I TAKE IT THAT WAS NOT IN THOUSAND 

OAKS? 

	

A. 	THAT'S CORRECT. 

Q. 	HOW LONG DID YOU HOLD THAT POSITION? 

	

A. 	FROM AUGUST 6, 1973 UNTIL AUGUST 8, 

1988. 

Q. 	DID YOU HAVE ANY PRIOR POSITION IN THE 

I.R.S.? 

	

A. 	NO. 

Q. 	DID YOU PREVIOUSLY WORK FOR THE 

GOVERNMENT? 

	

A. 	YES. 

Q. 	IN WHAT CAPACITY? 

	

A. 	I WAS A MILITARY LAWYER FOR FIVE AND A 

HALF YEARS AS A MEMBER OF THE ARMY JAGC. THAT'S 

SPELLED J-A-G-C. 

	

.Q. 	CAN YOU TELL ME YOUR GENERAL 

RESPONSIBILITIES AS A MILITARY LAWYER? 

MR. MULLIGAN: IS THAT REALLY RELEVANT, 

MR. MOXON? 

MR. MOXON: YES. 

MR. MULLIGAN: HOW? 

MR. MOXON: BACKGROUND. 
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CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

TAPE 1, SIDE A 

Unknown speaker: Okay. Mike's running, that's running. 

GREG ROTH: My name is Greg Roth, I am an attorney with District 
Counsel for the Internal Revenue Service. My capacity is that 
the Internal Revenue Service is the client of the Chief Counsel's 
office. Okay, so technically speaking, I don't work for the IRS, 
just as -- well, Mr. Van Sickle is your -- i.e., you are the 
client of Mr. Van Sickle, the IRS is the client of the Chief 
Counsel's Ofiice,' okay, and so I am their Counsel. 

R. AZNARAN: What is the Chief Counsel's office? 

GREG ROTH: It is div -- it's -- we actually work out of the 
Department of Treasury, and -- technically we're not part of the 
IRS itself -- so and we're just counsel to them, okay. It's a 
fine line at times, but just so you understand what -- What my 
role in this is, I am representing my cliept and basically the 
questions that will be asked will be by them, although I do have 
some questions, but they will have the primary questions, I will 
leave anything I have until the end. I'm more or less counsel to 
them in the sense when they have a question, I try to assist my 
client with their questions. 

And -- why don't we, before we go any further, I think that Carl 
Corsi, who's a revenue agent for the Internal Revenue Service has 
a few things he'd like to say and Mel Young, he's also a revenue 
agent with the Internal Revenue Service, ah 	he doesn't have 
anything to say at the immediate moment, but why don't I let Carl 
say what he wants to. [laugh] 

CARL CORSI: Want to make this a little formal, just to set the 
agenda here, we're here today in the Federal Building, in Dallas, 
Texas on May 19, 1988, approximately, almost 9 O'Clock. 

And representing the IRS is Mr. Young, Mel Young, IRS agent, and 
Carl Corsi, IRS agent, and also representing for the Dis -- from 
the District Council Division, Mr. Gregory Roth. We are here to 
interview Vicki J. -- Aznaran? Is that how you pronounce your 
name? 

V. AZNARAN: Yes. 

CARL CORSI: And Richard Aznaran. Richard N. Aznaran? Is that 
the initial, N? 

R. AZNARAN: Yes. 
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there's no guarantee -- there's no intent at this particular time 
to -- in regards t i criminal investigation We have nothing 
that I know of, personally, that would involve a criminal 
investigation. Whether or not this information is useful to the 
Service, obviously depends on what kind of information that you 
do 'give us. 

R. AZNARAN: Okay. 

MEL YOUNG: And [sic] it, if it -- if it becomes useful to the 
Service, obviously the Service will have to use it as 
appropriately it sees fit. And basic -- we know that Scientology 
has been around for a number of years and it has participated in 
a number of activities which -- are interesting. Okay? 

V. AZNARAN: [Giggles] 

R. AZNARAN: Tastefully put. 

MEL YOUNG: So what we want to do -- we're not in an adversary 
type role -- we 'd like to be -- we'd like to just obtain the 
information at this particular point. And hopefully the 
information that we obtain can be useful in deterrining what 
course of avenue that the Service will take. 

So what we'd like to do is ask you a number of questions this --
today. How long they take obviously depends on what kind of 
responses you have and how -- what kind of documentation you 
have. If we're lucky, I suppose, maybe will not necessitate a 
future contact or if maybe you have more documents in the future, 
we may like to come back and talk to you. --, 

R. AZNARAN: Sure. 
MEL YOUNG: And these additional documents may prove helpful to 
the Service in determining what course of action, whether or 
not the organization is in effect participating in an exempt 
manner -- an exempt manner in effect saying it deserves a tax 
exempt status, in effect. 

So, what we would like to do is ask you a number of questions 
thls morning. These questions -- as you probably know by now is 
that we didn't get a lot of time involved in putting this 
,together, OK, so they may be a little bit redundant. But -- 
cause Carl looked at them and I looked at them and we haven't 
been -- we proposed -- we looked at them and we proposed our 
questions independent of each other. If they are redundant --
sometimes they are redundant because I looked at them on one 
day as opposed to another day and it was on a different part of the 
complaint. So it may repeat itself. And nothing personal involved 
in it, just -- if we've gone over them -- I think we was going to 
ask them anyway -- and then if you can respond and say, you know --
whatever additional information that comes to your mind at that 
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6 
time. So what we we - d like to do now 

GREG ROTH: Can I -- can I interrupt for just one second. We will 
provide a copy of this tape to you. Also, it's our intention 
that we be able to provide it to you as soon as we're done and 
that we would duplicate it, so -- 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: Excellent. 

CARL CORSI: And another point too, is that -- are those documents 
for us? 

BARRY VAN SICKLE' No. The documents that are for you are that 
briefcase full. 

CARL CORSI: Can we take those now -- we'd like to take them home 
with us when we leave. 

GREG ROTH: Is there an extra set in there, or just -- 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: No. 

GREG ROTH: Okay. 

MEL YOUNG: Is that for us? 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: No, that's our copy -- I've 

MEL YOUNG: [laugh] 

BARRY VAN SICKLE• When they left the Church, they were searched 
and all documents were removed from them. There are only a 
couple of documents in there that really you can tell we're not 
too interest in, but we brought them, that -- you probably don't 
already have. You maybe don't have them, but a lot of those 
documents I have been given by other lawyers and they obtained 
them in other litigation against the Church. And I understand 
that most of the documents involved are part of the documents -
that were seized by the Church in one of their raids on the FBI 
office. (Sic) But those are the documents we have at this 
time. I hope to -- 

CARL CORSI: Well-- 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: I hope to. get many more and I have no problem 
with -- with a phone call to me, you can come in to my office by 
appointment and I'll make the documents obtained in discovery 
available to you. 

CARL CORSI: Well -- Shall we take those now and get them copied? 

GREG ROTH: I would say we should. 
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CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

IRS INTERVIEW WITH THE AZNARANS 
MAY 19, 1988 
TAPE 1 SIDE B 

CARL CORSI: Okay, Ms. Aznaran, the question I was asking was, is 
there a plan, are you aware of any plan that they had as of a 
year ago, to date for the use of those funds that have been 
accumulating overseas? Other than why, you know, why it was put 
there originally, is there any -- are you aware of what the plans 
are for the use of that money? 

V. AZNARAN: Well, it's certainly not going to go to help the 
needy orphans. (laughs) 

MEL YOUNG: How about, how about this 

v. AZNARAN: I mean it's for them to do whatever they want with 
it. 

MEL YOUNG: -- how about this -- 

V. AZNARAN: The money in Cypress is, is being publicly stated to 
be a war chest to fight the IRS and their other many, long list 
of enemies. 

MEL YOUNG: Let me ask you a question. Who has control to 
withdraw funds from those accounts? 

V. AZNARAN: Lyman Spurlock. 

MEL YOUNG: And who else? Anybody else? 

V. AZNARAN: David Miscavige, Norman Starkey, Marc Yager 

CARL CORSI: The Broekers? 

R. AZNARAN: No. 

V. AZNARAN: No, sorry. 

[Laugh] 

V. AZNARAN: The Broekers. 

MEL YOUNG: So they have, in each of the accounts overseas, those 
individuals have the right to withdraw the funds. 
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BARRY VAN SICKLE: Um, actually we've been involved in two 
lawyers, two lawyers. This letter actually came independent of 
the law suit from this -- this lawyer. But we've got a letter 
from a law firm, Connally, Williams, -- Williams and Connally, 
the senior partner on that letterhead appears to be Edward 
Bennett Williams, who I understand to be a former cabinet member. 
And we got a letter from his firm saying that they represent the 
Church and that we are obviously woefully mistaken in our notion 
that we should be suing the Church of Scientology, that they will 
eventually get us for millions of dollars, Rule 11 sanctions and 
we should, better stop right now, sort of thing. 

MEL YOUNG: You said you never signed those documents, is that 
is that to the best of your knowledge? 

V. AZNARAN: Yeah, I just don't recall those documents as they 
are right now -- I don't -- 

R. AZNARAN: We were not allowed to have a copy of it when we 
left. 

v. AZNARAN: The circumstances under which we-left were -- 

MEL YOUNG: -- very -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- strained. 

MEL YOUNG: The document in effect says that they are not allowed 
to testify in any kind of litigation against Scientology? 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: That's the thrust of it, although when (Vicki 
laughing) it comes to testifying it says absent subpoena. But in 
other parts of the document they agree -- they agree not to 
assist in litigation, write any book, it's clearly a document 
designed to suppress evidence. 

Maintain strict confidentiality, not say anything, and then the 
part about testifying, they agree not to testify unless served 
by a subpoena, and they further agree not to make themselves 
amenable to services of subpoenas. 

There's a long story behind that and you can get into it if you 
wish and you can have these things. When they decided to leave, 
one of the things they were told, is that they had to sign some 
documents, that if they would be able to leave without being 
declared fair game. And if they wanted to have their earthly 
possessions, they'd sign some papers. I don't believe that 
these are necessarily the papers they signed. 

MEL YOUNG: Okay. Why don't we talk about fair game a second? 
Cause I -- this is going a little out of order but -- you know, I 
noticed that in the complaint you talk about fair game and I was 
wondering, one, why don't you explain to us what fair game 
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happens to be and if there's any documentation involved in the 
course of fair game. Okay? 

R. AZNARAN: This is a policy letter dated 17 March 1965, it is 
written by L. Ron Hubbard and the title of it is "Fair Game 
Law." And, don't want to read the whole thing, you'll have a copy 
of it but, ah, let me find the most key quote out of this. 
(sounds like pages being turned in a book, pause in speaking) 
Where the heck is it? 

MEL YOUNG: Is it current practice? 

R. AZNARAN: Hm, absolutely. 

MEL YOUNG: Okay. And I -- it indicated, basically fair game is 
-- in your own words, what is fair game? 

R. AZNARAN: Fair game is basically when the Church has decided 
that -- 

MEL YOUNG: We'd like a copy of that, by the way -- 

R. AZNARAN: Yeah, yeah, it looks like there's something missing 
out of it. The - if the Church decides that you are an antagonist, 
or if you are a staff member and you leave without authorization, 
or if you are a student and you leave without authorization --
there's several different categories -- you are then declared what 
is called -- you are then given the title of "suppressive person." 

CARL CORSI: Does that include Internal Revenue agents? 

R. AZNARAN: Oh, absolutely. I mean you get it automatically, 
you don't even have to like -- 

MEL YOUNG: You don't even have -- we don't have to even qualify. 
(Laugh) 

R. AZNARAN: No, you're pre-qualled 

(laughing) 

MEL YOUNG: Oh, thank you. 

GREG ROTH: But not District Counsel attorneys, right? 

R. AZNARAN: Well -- I don't know about that. 

V. AZNARAN: Yeah, any attorneys that go against them. 

MEL YOUNG: Oh, oh, OK. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: I'm fair game. 
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BARRY VAN SICKLE: The threat of fair game is why they do this. 

MEL YOUNG: Could you give us some specific examples of how fair 
game works? You know, I know you said something like ruining 
reputation or something like that effect. Could you be more 
specific on what there may be involved in fair game? 

R. AZNARAN: Well are you talking -- Okay. First of all, this 
thing -- the way it started out. Okay, fair game? Which I think 
was back in about '65 when Hubbard just, just really got pissed 
(laughs), and decided, you know, let's get these guys. At that 
point, it was all very broadcast. I mean, in other words, 
Scientology newsletters would go out and it would list your names 
on there, you know, and it would say specifically on there, it'd 
say, you know, "this guys declared fair game" and you know, 
you're invited to like, do whatever you want to, to him. Okay? 

As a re -- as time went on, and they hired more attorneys and got 
smarter about such things, now it's to the point where there is a 
very small circle of people, okay? The declaration to being 
declared is issued publicly to whoever, to whatever circle it 
would apply to, okay. In other words, for example, with us, the 
orders declaring us as suppressive people, you'd never be able to 
get a copy of 'em, I'm sure. You know, I mean, you could 
subpoena 'em, but if you think they're gonna give you something 
just because you subpoenaed, I mean they'll tall you it doesn't 
exist and then they'll spend all night, tonight shredding 'em to 
make, you know, so that you'll never get one. 

But -- Okay, so we would be declared and then there would be a 
circle, because of the level that we operated on within the 
Church, it would only be the'very top guys. You know, it would 
be David Miscavige turning to Marty Rathbun and saying, "Listen, 
these Aznarans are living too good out there, I mean, you know, 
take care of it." And then it would go from hih over to, one or 
two people over in the intelligence part of OSA. And they in 
turn would call in some guy to go beat us up, or they would hire 
a PI to tail us and harrass us and spread rumours about us, and 
this, that and the other. 

CARL CORSI: Has that happened? Has there been anything like that? 

R. AZNARAN: They only found out that we were bringing a lawsuit 
-- was it a week ago Friday? Last Friday -- wasn't it Friday 
when we were at the movie? 

V. AZNARAN: Mm hmm. 

R. AZNARAN: Last Friday we were at the movie. We're riding 
around, we go show up at a -- we decide we're going to go to the 
movie. We go to Town East, which is a mall out here. We're an 
hour early, we buy our ticket, and we leave. 
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well, unbeknownst to us, we were being watched. So we come back 
and we go into the movie and we sit down, and a guy approaches us 
that we haven't seen in several years who's a Sea Organization 
member out of Florida, and says, "Hey." He turns around. "How 
are you doing? Remember me? I've been looking for you. Dallas 
isn't so big after all, ha ha." You know, like, trying to make it 
like, some kind of a coincidence that he happened to accidentally 
end up in the next row in the movie. 

Well, he then tries to talk to us, this is like a standard thing. 
This is like, of the 26 levels of handling somebody who sues you, 
this is number one. Approach by old friend and see if you can 
talk them out of it, okay? 

At which point Vicki quickly disabused him of any idea that he 
may have any kind of status of old friend and we left. But, you 
know 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: You -- 

CARL CORSI: Let me ask -- I'm sorry. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: -- there are documents in there called drills 
and drill -- and one of them is spreading rumors. 

V. AZNARAN: Uh huh. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: -- training materials of things you can do. 

V. AZNARAN: [Laughs.] 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: And it was to spread rumors. 

R. AZNARAN: How to train you to do that. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: How to spread rumors. 

CARL CORSI: Oh. 

GREG ROTH: Just a little detail here. When yOu said they ju •=1,1110 

the Church just found out about it a week ago Friday -- 

V. AZNARAN: They were served then. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: A couple weeks ago. 

GREG ROTH: Oh, because the thing was -- I've got that it was 
filed in April. 

V. AZNARAN: Right. 

GREG ROTH: But they just hadn't been served yet, is - - 
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BARRY, VAN SICKLE: Uh a•11 41=1,. 

GREG ROTH: I -- I was just trying to 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: Yes. We thought they'd pick it up in the 
filings so we thought that they knew about it. However, I had 
other information leading me to believe that they didn't know 
about it. 

GREG ROTH: (Simultaneously with Van Sickle below) I just was a 
little confused by that, that's all. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: However, serving these people is an incredibly 
difficult thing to do. 

GREG ROTH: Okay. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: And I still haven't achieved service on most 
people. I just recently hired a very good private investigator 
who kind of specializes in tough services. 

They have another drill in there of course, how to avoid service. 

But after we served the Church of Scientology of Los Angeles, I'm 
advised that they put armed guards at all their gates. 

MEL YOUNG: Do you know any lawsuits or complaints that have been 
filed that have fair game as a -- one of the complaints? 
Currently. 

V. AZNARAN: Do you want me to read them to you? 

:laughter from two men) 

MEL YOUNG: I mean, I just want to know whether or not the, the, 
the, the practice is still being carried on, in fact. 

V. AZNARAN: Sure. 

I can give you another example. Michael Flynn was a major 
attorney with civil litigation against them and they hired 
private investigators to find anything they could on Michael 
Flynn and they went through his past with a fine-toothed comb 
for, like, oh, a couple of years and they never could find 
anything on the guy, so then they went to an Italian prison and 
got a prisoner there to do up affidavits about how he'd been 
involved in a phony check operation on L. Ron Hubbard and I 
received information that that private investigator had told that 
guy what to say. 

R. AZNARAN: This is, again, the same private investigator. 
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TAPE 2, SIDE B 

MEL YOUNG: What I'm trying to understand is the funnelling of 
moneys overseas. And from what I gather at this point, and you 
can tell me if I'm wrong or clarify it, is that, is that all the 
lower levels of the organization Scientology, in effect, funnel 
the money overseas and it, they funnel some money up to the next 
level, whatever. And then this next level also has this going 
overseas. But by the time it gets to RTC or CST, the money that 
goes into those are, in effect, money that, in effect stays with 
the organization, looks like -- that's what it sounds like -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- That's correct ••• 

MEL YOUNG: -- you said none of them went overseas that were 
diverted to these particular -- foreign accounts that the IRS 
would be interested in. 

V. AZNARAN: -- right. 

MEL YOUNG: And it would be from CSI down, downwards. But the 
reason why CST and RTC are involved is that they control the 
rights and in effect, he who controls the rights controls the 
rest of the organization. And this Miscavige and whoever, is the 
one who pulls the strings all the way down the line to the 
mission level then. 

V. AZNARAN: Hm, huh. That's right. 

R. AZNARAN: Before, :while_ Vicki was over RTC - OX you had 
Miscavige at the top; and thenabove him Broeker and above him 
Hubbard, and Author Services being up there with Miscavige. And 
then below that - it actually branched two ways - there was RTC 
which had the trademarks, okay. But then over here was CSI, 
Church of Scientology International, run by its own Commanding 
Officer named Marc Yager. Marc Yager was responsible, personally 
- his personal statistic assigned to him by L. Ron Hubbard was 
Reserves -- Reserves being the total amount of money socked away. 
Okay. That's where that figure comes from. That's the reserves 
stat, how much money they had put away, whether it was in - the 
total money, the money is everything, right, I mean gold, real 
estate, money in overseas trusts, all that. That was reserves 
money. 

CARL CORSI: Under CSI? 

R. AZNARAN: Yes. 
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R. AZNARAN: Not those ASI people, uh-uh. 

V. AZNARAN: Not those ones in ASI. They had the big salaries 
and expense accounts -- 

CARL CORSI: Everyone was striving to become a member of ASI? 

V. AZNARAN: People did, yeah. 

GREG ROTH: Question. And don't answer this if you feel it's 
improper. But as I recall in your complaint th+y talk about you 
getting 50 cants an hour for this and that. Now, if you know at 
that time that everybody else is getting tens of thousands of 
dollars -- a lot of other people -- and there are millions of 
dollars going around, why did you work for 50 cants an hour? Or 
did you? You know I mean -- 

R. AZNARAN: -- I can answer that -- 

GREG ROTH: -- have a hard time reconciling that. 

V. AZNARAN: Well, number one there weren't lots of other people 
making a lot of money. You're talking a handful -- a few. Most 
of the people made hardly any-- 

GREG ROTH: You knew thereware millions of dollars being brought 
in, I mean somehow I would -- 

V. AZNARAN: I'm not a thief -- I didn't want to embezzle any 
money. 

GREG ROTH: No. No, no, no, I'm not -- no. 

V. AZNARAN: I mean, why do you only say -- 

GREG ROTH: That's not what I'm asking. I'm saying, if I'm 
working for an organization that I know is making money hand over 
fist, you know, millions of dollars and there are some other 
people - and you -- Richard, you were well-plaCed and Vicki, you 
were well-placed, I'm going to at some point say "hey you know, 
you're making millions of bucks, what the heck am I -- why are 
you making me work for 50 cents an hour?" I'm going to ask that 
question. 

R. AZNARAN: First of all, you would never know that these 
people were making that much money. I-- 

GREG ROTH: I got the impression -- No. I got the impression you 
knew it at the time that, though, that you would've been making 
the 50 cents an hour sat forth in your complaint. 

R. AZNARAN: Vicki and I knew it. 
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GREG BOTH: Ok. 

R. AZNARAN: But I'm talking about your average staff doesn't 
know it. 

GREG ROTH: I don't care about the average staff. I'm trying to 
reconcile your complaint at the moment with your knowledge 
of what money terms were really being generated and soma other 
people-- 

R. AZNARAN: Na, now you lost ma there again. 

GREG ROTH: Ok. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: It's simple. Why were you willing to do all 
this for peanuts while other people were enjoying wonderful 
lives? 

GREG ROTH: And you knew it, and apparently. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: And, you know, because there were paid more 
than Scientologists. 

V. AZNARAN: Yeah, whatever, what's the answer to that? I don't 
know. I mean how could I be in Scientology if -- 

CARL CORSI: A basic question Z4v4 had all the way along, is what 
motivated you? Is that a fair question to ask? Is that a fair 
question to ask? What motivates -- 

V. AZNARAN: You think you're helping people. 

GREG ROTH: -- what motivates, in other words, there are a lot of 
sincere people -- 

V. AZNARAN: .11 most of them -- 

GREG ROTH: ••• ISM willing to work 16 hours a day, live in hovels -- 

V. AZNARAN: =DAM make no money. 

GREG ROTH: Ah, be under a dictator type arrangement, as 
far as their daily living, have no estate, and the reason 
they're doing it is because they believed in the, the doctrine? 

V. AZNARAN: Why else would you, nothing else would have you do 
that. 

MEL YOUNG: Let ma ask you. How, hoW, this is just a curiosity 
type question, how does a person reconcile the fact when the 
Church says "Fair Game", Fair Game seems like to be a contrary 
concept to helping people, and, and still reconcile the fact that 
you, you know, I would imagine that -- 
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BARRY, VAN SICKLE: -- the end justifies the means -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- Look at terrorism. How, how do they justify that 
for religious reasons? There are fanatics everywhere. How did 
Hitler justify killing 6 million people? He was for the good of 
the world, was it not? 

MEL YOUNG: So that's basically it. 

V. AZNARAN: Yeah. 

R. AZNARAN: Hubbard put out that it, I mean, the senior thing to 
be considered at any time is the greatest good, OK. Scientology 
is supposed to be benefiting all of mankind. If you are 
attacking Scientology, and in a position where you can cause 
Scientology difficulty, in so doing so, you're actually harming, 
not just Scientology, but all of mankind, because, man, 
Scientology is of course, the greatest good for mankind. So it's 
very easy to justify taking you out. 

MEL YOUNG: OK -- 

CARL CORSI: -- because young people believe that when you -- 

V. AZNARAN: Sure 

R. AZNARAN: And not to mention, that -- donit forget, that you 
also, once you get caught up it it, that there's the fear of the 
reprisals, there's the fear of the Fair Game being turned against 
you. In other words, you ask me how did I feel about bugging 
this guy's room, well I didn't feel good about it at all, but 
I also at the same time, I know that my room can be bugged, I got 
to worry about what I say to'her. Ah, we're both going to be 
talk-- constantly taken in for the equivalency of, ah, lie 
detector tests to find out what we might have even said to each 
other. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: One of their MINIP MED 

R. AZNARAN: We got to understand, like, you're talking like 1984 
expanded. 

V. AZNARAN: (laughs) Big brother -- 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: One of their major techniques is playing them . 
of against each other. They tend to-- they seem to want to 
focus on married couples. And that was the thing they tried to 
do at the end. They tried to get Richard to divorce Vicki and 
then -- and they turned some people that escaped with her back 
into the Church because they got their spouses to say "you leave 
the Church, and you leave me." 
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GREG ROTH: It's, in the, in the complaint, what, is it just the, 
the wording loft a little bit of confusion, ah, on -- 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: Yes. That complaint was drafted to beat the 
statute of limitations when I was in jury trial, so it's not 
presented -- 

GREG ROTH: Is that -- What? 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: -- it's not presented as a work of art. 

GREG ROTH: No that, ah I mean, so that was just a, a wording 
problem in terms of, ah, the divorce thing I mentioned to you 
earlier, that, ah, you know, it, ah, -- It's just that they tried 
to encourage it, is what you meant -- 

V. AZNARAN: Exactly. 

GREG ROTH: -- they didn't cause it to occur. 

R. AZNARAN: Well, there's a whole other side_to this thing. We 
were divorced. 

GREG ROTH: Ah, OK, aliright, so you got, that's, so that was 
correct -- 

R. AZNARAN: We were forced to gat, get a divotce earlier on, and 
then later on we got married again. 

CARL CORSI: Afraid you were right. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: But that's prior to the reference -- 

V. AZNARAN: But that's prior this, what they're talking about 
here. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: That all happened in the past and when they 
wanted to leave, they ware really trying to gat Richard to turn 
Vicki back into the Church and do that, and -- 

GREG ROTH: Okay. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: 	that was one of the techniques. 

GREG ROTH: Alright, so that, that helps understand a little bit 
about it. I just would just like to ask just a little tiny 
question about something-- some remark you made, Richard, about a 
half hour ago, when I was asking you some questions about the 
relation-- about the difference between the missions and the, ah, 
Church organizations and you made soma reference to "that's the 
way they operated until 1981" or something, or maybe that they 
operated a little bit differently after 1981 -- that relationship 
between the Missions, ah, paying 10% and the Sea Org -- 
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mean? I understood that Lionel had talked to Nan McLean, who's 
dona•a lot of -- several lawsuits against Scientology up in 
Canada, and Bent knows her and he could possibly help you. I 
don't know. 

GREG ROTH: Ah, I'd like to continue in a moment, but just going 
back, ah, when you, cause you said it goes from here to here to 
hare and I just wanted to get the descriptions so when we go over 
this it's on tape. You were, you were drawing on the board, you 
were showing that the money was going from Mission to SMI, which 
was formerly known as what, what? 

V. AZNARAN: Mission Office World Wide. 

GREG ROTH: And from there it was going overseas. 

V. AZNARAN: Yes. 

GREG ROTH: OK, that's fine. Ah, so we can retrace it later. Ah, 
in the, in the complaint, ah, that you filed, you said, ahl she 
was also commissioned, on page seven at, ah, line twenty-six, it 
says: "She was also commissioned to reorganize corporate 
structures and effect sham sales of millions of copies of 
Dianetics to the corporate defendants, ah, as a vehicle for 
transferring assets among them." When you say sam-- sham sales 
of millions of copies, ah, the books actually did change hands or 
there were never sales, they just appeared on paper? 

V. AZNARAN: I, I guess not -- that's not, I don't know. I can't 
really comment on that. That didn't happen. (laugh) I, I don't -- 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: I think, you know, I'm not exactly --

V. AZNARAN: That's a misunderstanding. 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: That might be a misunderstanding. We thought 
that the sham really -- poor choice of words -- they should be 
forced sales, I guess. As we now understand it, to be more like 
she explained today. The other-- 
V. AZNARAN: -- I wasn't personally involved in that. I had 
knowledge of it. 

GREG ROTH: As it, is it possible the books never existed in your, 
er, to your knowledge? 

V. AZNARAN: I have no information about that. 

GREG ROTH: So it's possible that the books never even existed 
though -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- it's possible 
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GREG ROTH: -- so it may be consistently stated. I 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: -- I think Joe Yanny gave me the idea the books 
never existed and that was, perhaps -- 

GREG ROTH: I would -- 

V. AZNARANN: He may have -- 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: -- glorified speculation on his part. 

GREG ROTH: I'd hate to think -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- more information about it. 

GREG ROTH: -- of millions of books sitting in a warehouse and I 
wouldn't see why they would print them, personally. 

V. AZNARANN: (laugh) You could have a very good point. (laugh) I 
know -- 

GREG ROTH: Umm -- 

BARRY VAN SICKLE: I think, I think I would, the, the source to 
that is probably Mr. Yanny and not these people. 

GREG ROTH: OK, um. -- one second more, ah, this may just be 
repetition, um -- It says, that refers to the date of December 
of 1981, on that, what I just, ah, read to you, ah, and then on 
page nine on line six it talks "about in or about, October '82, 
defendants and each of them resolved to restructure their 
corporate and financial relationships at a meeting in San 
Francisco." That's just the, a continuation of the process? 

V. AZNARAN: See that's -- 

GREG ROTH: -- I realize you didn't draft this and there may be a 
little, ah 

V. AZNARAN: In December of '81, as I described, there was a 
corporate reorganization. This occurred in Los Angeles. This 
meeting in San Francisco in 1982 was the, one of the final 
execution targets of that planning. 

GREG ROTH: Okay. And -- and it says "which restructuring 
called for all Scientology entities to turn over their profits to 
defendant, Author Services." When you say, "turn over their 
profits," ah, is that, in substance -- as you -- just as you've 
described it before -- 

V. AZNARAN: Yeah, that's -- 

GREG ROTH: -- there's nothing to add to it 
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TAPE 3, SIDE A 

GREG ROTH: Uh—Oh. You broke it. 

R. AZNARAN: It's out of tape. 

V. AZNARAN: Yeah. 

GREG ROTH: See, you can tell what he's being doing with his life. 

V. AZNARAN: (Laughs) 

MEL YOUNG: What's on that one? 3A or 3B? 3A. That's about 
right, should be -- Hello. Ok? Sounds right? 

CARL CORSI: Yes. 

MEL YOUNG: OK. Looks like we're in business. 

CARL CORSI: Ok, what we wanted to start off with is you made some 
comments about the -- you know -- the whole Scientology was a 
religion part of it -- was a sham, in your brief. You want to 
comment on that -- just a -- is there a religion there, in your 
judgment, or what?- 

V. AZNARAN: No. 

GREG ROTH: OK. Well -- 

R. AZNARAN: Not in the management I mean and down in the -- what 
they're telling the public and everything, but I mean, there was 
things that we just didn't know -- that book on Hubbard, Madman 
or Messiah, and things that -- well, Hubbard was a fraud, I mean, 
what can I tell you? 

CARL CORSI: Does he portray himself as a God, though? 

R. AZNARAN: Oh, he was supposedly pronounced dead during World 
War II, and he's supposed to be this big hero, and he was 
crippled, and he healed himself, and -- oh, just on and on and 
on, you know. 

CARL CORSI: Let me ask you about RTC. Do you conduct religious 
services there? Did you have religious services -- you 
were part of it -- 

V. AZNARAN: No. 
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GREG ROTH: Wall let 	go back to a question. 	n your complaint 
you say, "at no time -Hereinmentioned did defe4ants render any 
religious services or engage in any religious activities 
whatsoever." Vicki, perhaps you can expand upon what you mean by 
them not having engaged in rendering religious services or 
engaging in religious activities. How do -- how do you view 
that? 

V. AZNARAN: Just like I said. They're a business. 

GREG ROTH: And -- ok -- when they -- I mean -- besides being a 
business, they are -- 

R. AZNARAN: -- There's not a thing religious about it. I mean, 
it's like every once in a while, when they feel like somebody's 
watching them or somebody's investigating them, they'll come out 
with this thing of "oh gosh, we've got to push back in Sunday 
sevices", you know what I mean. So they'll take some flunky, 
who's useless on anything else -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- called Religious Image Program -- 

R. AZNARAN: -- That's what they call it, yeah, the religious 
image programs, and they'll have everybody wear a dog collar, and 
they'll have a Sunday service, where, you know, people who -- you 
know, they'll just 'You're gonna sit in and get preached to for 
an hour.' And, you know, they'll read some LRH Policy Letter, and 
then they'll call that a Sunday service. But then that falls out 
immediately, 'cause it's totally a sham. They only do it, like I 
say, when somebody comes along and says, "OK, look, we're 
supposed to be a religion. If we're a religion, we gotta do 
this, this, this, this, this." And then as soon as somebody 
quits enforcing it, they all -- it all falls back out again. 
There's no religious services, there's no -- I don't know -- give 
me one thing you associate with religion? 
GREG ROTH: Well, and you're saying, even through the time you 
left in '87, that it was still that way, that there was -- it was 
only a group type of get together, when it was for appearance 
sake. 

V. AZNARAN: Absolutely. 

GREG ROTH: Other than those 
any meetings at all were on 
one-to-one basis as opposed 
-- these consultations -- 

appearance sake get togethers, then, 
a 	or any -- anything was on a 
to a group, other than that. Whether 

R. AZNARAN: -- other than that the only meetings that ever 
occurred were to discuss stats and how to make more money. 

GREG ROTH: Other than that Aim MD what types of -- OK, there were 



auditing sessions for neople, now, beyond that, -hose people who 
want to the auditing ___Jssions, they wouldn't be. _.nvolved in these 
group meetings -- or that the -- the group meetings would only be 
the periodic ones for appearance. 

V. AZNARAN: Yeah, like, you know, I mean, it's like -- you gotta 
realize we used to -- what you're calling group meetings or 
something would be what they would call a Sunday service, and 
like they would need to put one on, because maybe soma official 
was a-visiting or something and it would be "grab everybody 
that's around, sit them down, quickly, here's a guy, give him a 
lecture." You know what I mean, that's that kind of thing. It's 
not something that happens every -- 

CARL CORSI: What about the lowest levels, was there church 
services at the missions, or the -- 

R. AZNARAN: -- Oh, yea, they would be forced in, where they 
would come along -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- just what I just described to you -- 

CARL CORSI: 	at the lowest levels? 

V. AZNARAN: Yea. At the higher levels, they-never had anybody 
who could get in there to see them, so they don't even bother 
with that stuff. RTC never had one, the whole time I was there. 

CARL CORSI: Is that-right? 

V. AZNARAN: Sure. 

R. AZNARAN:: It's strictly a public relations tool -- this -- I 
mean they actually have -- they'll come out with a policy letter, 
and it'll say "Religious Image Program, one -- Step One" -- like 
-- "Go out and buy some shirts with clerical collars. Step Two" 
-- you know -- "Wear them. Step Three" 

(Laugh) 

R. AZNARAN: -- "Put a cross on the front door. Step Four" --
you know, every "Put up signs that say 'Services Sundays at 
Noon.' Step Five. Have somebody show up. Step Six. Have them 
play a tape by LRH. Step Seven. Report compliance on the 
above." And then, after you've done that, then everybody gets 
tired of it, and a couple of weeks later, it's all back the way 
it was. 

GREG ROTH: About how often did something like that take place, 
where they would have this quote group? 

V. AZNARAN: I guess I saw it once or twice or three times? 
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TAPE 3, SIDE B 

GREG ROTH: Just push it. 

MEL YOUNG: Push it all the way' in hard . . . all set, huh? I 
guess, let me reiterate that question because this is a new part 
of the tape, so to speak, we said basically that we're interested 
to find out how the funds move from the oversee, overseas 
accounts into Hubbard's or whoever [sic] hands it may be, whether 
it be the Broekers, or Miscavige, whatever. And, and Vicki was 
responding that she thought she knew or she does know about how 
that might be transpiring -- 

V. AZNARAN: 	transpired. There was a corporation called B-13. 
I do not know what that stands for. And it was set up and 
operated, as far as I know -- and I might be wrong -- out of 
Denmark. It was mainly controlled by a lady named Fran Harris 
who worked at ASI at the time. Author Services. And she was 
responsible for making Hubbard's income, seeing that he got --
every week his income went up. That was her responsibility. So 
they had to get the money from overseas for him. They would 
devise different things at different times to tap into that 
money, and they'd usually do it through B-13. 

And one of the ways was, the Advanced Organizations -- which 
there's one in England, one in Denmark, and one in Australia --
paid a percentage, and I don't remember how much that percentage 

--is. I knew at one point, but I don't know now. And they -drew up 
:agreements with Hubbard, and then this money would go to him. A 
percentage of the take for any Advanced Services, which is their 
higher level counselling. 

CARL CORSI: That would go into those accounts first, and then to 
him? 

V. AZNARAN: It went into B-13. Now, like I don't know what sort 
of a entity B-13 is, just that it is a separate entity. 

They also had what they called the Film Trust. Now, this is kind 
of sketchy, but it might be helpful to you guys and you can fill 
it in if can get documents and so forth. But the Film Trust --
L. Ron Hubbard in 1977 and '78 wrote all these films, scripts. 
And then he actually shot movies in the, in Palm Desert of some 
of these. And then, subsequent to that, Golden Era Studios has 
been filming these transcripts and film treatises over the years, 
ever since he wrote them. Now, the organizations are told they 
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GREG ROTH: Question - and you may have answere' this already, 
probably have. In 	complaint you say that _Ay required the 
Plaintiffs, that'd be you, to participate in crimes against the 
United States government, including obstruction of justice and 
efforts to create corporate structures designed to keep payments 
from properly being paid to the Internal Revenue Service. In --
with respect to the Internal Revenue Service are there any 
aspects that you can think of that you haven't pro -- previously 
mentioned that might have been a way in which the corporations 
were set up, or their structures worked to keep payments from 
being paid to the Internal Revenue Service? You may have covered 
it all -- 

V. AZNARAN: Wall, as I described, that was the function of the 
overseas trust. It was another barrier between the money and the 
IRS. It's like, the way the attorneys explained it, the more 
barriers you can erect, the harder it is to get to it, and so you 
put up as many corporate barriers and actual physical barriers as 
possible. And if possible, keep as much of it as you can out of 
the country and get it out of the country when it's made. And if 
it's made out of the country, don't bring it back into the 
country. The country being the US. And that's pretty basic 
policy, that you -- you don't give the IRS anything which you can 
get away with not giving them. And you try to work everything so 
that you don't have to give them anything. - 

And the whole -- when Hubbard died, it was like -- "Well, this is 
gonna be a piece of cake. Now, we can get our tax exempt status 
and everything, because we don't have to -- we don't have to 
insulate Hubbard and his money-making activities and his hunger 
for money from the Church, or worry about that, anymore, it's 
just the top dogs --" meaning Miscavige and gang -- "and the 
Church and all the money." And they can be like, you know, the 
Pope, or Jimmy Swaggart, or -- not that I compare those two 
particularly but, just top dogs that call the shots and control 
the money, without having to worry about Hubbard. And they can 
also say that, "Well, yeah, from 1970 to '72 you did find 
inurement to Hubbard and you did show that money want to him, bUt 
now he's gone, and I think he showed that his intentions were 
very good, because, see, he left all these millions to the 
Church. He didn't even try to give it to his family or anything 
like that, he left it all to the Church, so you can see, it was 
really a very highly motivated kind of thing, and there's no need 
to worry, and so let's negotiate." 

And the plan was always, after Hubbard died, "let's negotiate 
with the IRS and give them a few years, and get them to give us 
tax exempt status, and than we can go on from that point forward. 
With our tax exempt status and everything else we make we won't 
have to worry about, but they've got us from '70, '71, '72 and 
maybe '73 - '74 when money was going to Hubbard and we can't 
really hide that that's what was happening. So we'll give 'em 
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that, and that'll hur but we'll save the 	it and have 
tax exempt status from this point forward, and let's negotiate." 
And I think at some point they had some, before Hubbard died, 
some big meetings in Las Vegas or something in which they were 
trying to negotiate and again in DC in '86 I believe or maybe 
late '85 where Miscavige and a bunch of guys went down and --. 
But the whole thrust of it, especially since he died, was to work 
out a deal. But you probably know more about that than I do. 

GREG ROTH: Why do you think he left all the money to the Church 
or to the extent that he did? Was it because he was a believer 

V. AZNARAN: 	Opinion? 

GREG ROTH: -- or he just hated his son? 
V. AZNARAN: -- Opinion? He didn't care much for his family. 
And we're talking about a lot of them, were not just his talking 
about L. Ron Hubbard Jr. We're talking about Katie, L. Ron 
Hubbard Jr.'s sister, who he never had anything to do with. 
we're talking about Alexis, who he denied was even his daughter. 
Which is a daughter by another woman. We're talking about 
Quentin, who killed himself. Diana, Suzette, and Arthur, who 
blew from the Sea Org and left. And Mary Sue;' who he hung all 
the criminal stuff on and let go to jail. I mean you are not 
talking about a guy who cared about his family a great deal. So 
why leave it to them? If he left it with the Church, he did have 
a firm belief that he could come back at some point, and there 
may be orders that exist to put some of it somewhere, or he may 
just be hoping that there will be enough of it left that he can 
assume control of it. If ha, he had no reason to give it to his 
family. Like I say, he didn't particularly care about 'em. 

MEL YOUNG: If there are orders -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- He's not a family man. 

MEL YOUNG: If there are orders for this money to be accumulated, 
where would be the place where they would be located? Would 
there be -- 

V. AZNARAN: I don't know. You got any ideas? 

R. AZNARAN: The orders? 

MEL YOUNG: If there was one. 

V. AZNARAN: It would probably be 

R. AZNARAN: -- I don't think -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- in those file cabinets that Marty took if there 
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=NFL_ 	ATToRNEY-CLIZNT PR_ :I.EZZO 

TAPE 2, SIDE B 

MEL YOUNG: What I'm trying to understand is the funnelling of 
moneys overseas. And from what I gather at this point, and you 
can tell me if I'm wrong or clarify it, is that, is that all the 
lower levels of the organization Scientology, in effect, funnel 
the money overseas and it, they funnel some money up to the next 
level, whatever. And than this next level also has this going 
overseas. But by the time it gets to RTC or CST, the money that 
goes into those are, in effect, money that, in effect stays with 
the organization, looks like -- that's what it sounds like -- 

V. AZNARAN: -- That's correct -- 

MEL YOUNG: -- you said none of them went overseas that were 
diverted to these particular -- foreign accounts that the IRS 
would ba interested in. 

V. AZNARAN: -- right. 

MEL YOUNG: And it would be from CSI down, downwards. But the 
reason why CST and RTC are involved is that they control the 
rights and in effect, he who controls the rights controls the 
rest of the organization. And this Miscavige and whoever, is the 
one who pulls the strings all the way down the line to the 
mission level than. 

V. AZNARAN: Hm, huh. That's right. 

R. AZNARAN: Before, while Vicki was over RTC - OK you had 
Miscavige at the top and then above him Brooker and above him 
Hubbard, and Author Services being up there with Miscavige. And 
then below that - it actually branched two ways - there was RTC 
which had the trademarks, okay. But then over here was CSI, 
Church of Scientology International, run by its own Commanding 
officer named Marc Yager. .Marc Yager was responsible, personally 
- his personal statistic assigned to him by L. Ron Hubbard was 
Reserves -- Reserves being the total amount of money socked away. 
Okay. That's where that figure comes from. That's the reserves 
stat, how much money they had put away, whether it was in - the 
total money, the money is everything, right, I mean gold, real 
estate, money in overseas trusts, all that. That was reserves 
money. 

CARL CORSI: Under CSI? 

R. AZNARAN: Yes. 
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their money and than ordered the church, CSI, to buy a whole 
bunch with the overseas money and they bought all this oil 
together, which made a handy little profit for the guys in ASI 
who couldn't have gotten in on the deal with- the little bit of 
money they had. It's these kind of little cozy things that are 
worked out. Does that make sense? 

MEL YOUNG: What kind of, do you have a name of that oil venture 
that they jumped in to? 

V. AZNARAN: It's in Oklahoma. 

CARL CORSI: When? 

V. AZNARAN: When did they do that? Let's see, they did the gold 
mina in '82, they did the oil in I think '83, maybe '84. 

MEL YOUNG: Is there anything more current? 

CARL CORSI: And there's a possibility -- going along with Mal's 
question -- that they're doing that with some of that overseas 
money right now -- putting it into soma of these things? 

V. AZNARAN: Oh sure. I'm sure there's a possibility. I mean 
they were doing it before, why would they stop? 

MEL YOUNG: So it would be Spurlock and Miicaviga? 

V. AZNARAN: Um Hum. 

MEL YOUNG: Would ba the ones? 

V. AZNARAN: And Starkey. 

YOUNG: And Starkey? They're the ones that would be borrowing 
money, quote unquote, from that fund. If they would be. 

R. AZNARAN: -- cause they control it 

V. AZNARAN: Did you say borrowing? 

MEL YOUNG: Well, that's just a term. Borrowing, taking, 
appropriating, whatever -- 

V. AZNARAN: Well, sae they have their own money, than they had 
Hubbard's money and than they had the Church money and they could 
put it all together and put it over hare. And invest it. 
CARL CORSI: I thought they ware supposed to be a religious order 
of poor people. 

[laughter) 
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R. AZNARAN: Not those ASI people, uh-uh. 

V. AZNARAN: Not those ones in ASI. They had the big salaries 
and expense accounts -- 

CARL CORSI: Everyone was striving to become a member of ASI? 

V. AZNARAN: People did, yeah. 

GREG ROTH: Question. And don't answer this if you feel it's 
improper. But as I recall in your complaint th+y talk about you 
getting 50 cants an hour for this and that. Now, if you know at 
that time that everybody else is getting tans of thousands of 
dollars -- a lot of other people -- and there are millions of 
dollars going around, why did you work for 50 cants an hour? Or 
did you? You know I mean -- 

R. AZNARAN: 	I can answer that dMI4M11. 

GREG ROTH: -- have a hard time reconciling that. 

V. AZNARAN: Well, number one there weren't lots of other people 
making a lot of money. You're talking a handful -  - a few. Most 
of the people made hardly any-- 

GREG ROTH: You knew there were millions of dollars being brought 
in, I mean somehow I would -- 

V. AZNARAN: I'm not a thief -- I didn't want to embezzle any 
money. 

GREG ROTH: No. No, no, no, I'm not 	no. 

V. AZNARAN: I mean, why do you only say -- 

GREG ROTH: That's not what I'm asking. I'm saying, if I'm 
working for an organization that I know is making money hand over 
fist, you know, millions of dollars and there are some other 
people - and you -- Richard, you were well-placed and Vicki, you 
were well-placed, I'm going to at some point say "hey you know, 
you're making millions of bucks, what the heck am I -- why are 
you making me work for 50 cants an hour?" I'm going to ask that 
question. 

R. AZNARAN: First of all, you would never know that these 
people were making that much money. I-- 

GREG ROTH: I got the impression -- No. I got the impression you 
knew it at the time that, though, that you would've been making 
the 50 cants an hour sat forth in your complaint. 

R. AZNARAN: Vicki and I knew it. 
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1 directly answered the question. 

	

2 	A. 	I'm trying to directly answer your question. 

	

3 	Q. 	So your communication with Aznaran did not 

4 concern Mr. Miscavige in any way? Can you answer that? 

	

5 	A. 	My communication with Mr. Aznaran concerned no 

6 one. It concerned the setting up of a meeting which was 

7 later set up by representatives of the IRS. 

	

8 	Q. 	When you say it concerned no one, why would you 

9 want to speak to Mr. Aznaran about nothing? 

	

10 	A. 	I didn't want to speak to Mr. Aznaran. 

	

11 	Q. 	So were the activities that were undertaken not 

12 on behalf of CID by you in relation to Mr. Aznaran? 

	

13 	A. 	I think now you're getting the point. 

	

14 	Q. 	You're just helping out another function of the 

15 IRS in setting up the meeting? 

	

15 	A. 	That's correct. 

	

17 	Q. 	Again, to get back to my purpose for these 

18 questions is then do I properly assume that those 

19 activities were not part of any investigation of 

20 Mr. Miscavige? 

	

21 	A. 	Well, let me try to state it as directly as 

22 possible. Our investigation ended in May of '85. We 

23 forwarded our case to our attorneys for review. 

24 Eventually, that case went to Washington. 

	

25 	 Eventually, around November of 1986, the 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

recommendation or request for grand jury was denied. 

That's the extent of the Criminal Investigation Division's 

activity in this investigation. 	I don't think I could be 

more direct than that. 

5 Q. Was there a second investigation that was 

6 initiated? 

7 A. No. 	By CID? 

8 Q. Yes. 

9 A. No. 

10 Q. Was there a second information-gathering 

11 assignment? 

12 A. No, 	not to my knowledge. 

13 Q. When did you speak with Mr. 	Yanny? 	Was that also 

14 in 	1988? 

15 A. I think that was all part of setting up a meeting 

16 for the IRS. 

17 Q. That would be EPEO, 	not for CID? 

18 A. That's exactly right. 	Not for CID. 

19 Q. Did you get a transcript of that interview that 

20 was held? 

21 A. What interview? 

22 Q. Of the Aznarans? 

23 A. No. 

24 Q. Did you notice anybody from CID at that meeting? 

25 A. I don't think that there was anyone from CID at 
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RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY 	) 
CENTER, et al., 	 ) 

) 
Counterclaimants, ) 

) 
v. 	 ) 

) 
VICKI J. AZNARAN and 	) 
RICHARD N. AZNARAN, 	) 

) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
	 ) 

Pursuant to the Motion of defendants-counterclaimants 

filed on December 12, 1988, defendants-counterclaimants moved 

to compel plaintiffs-counterdefendants Vicki J. Aznaran and 

Richard N. Aznaran (i) to produce the tape recordings of 

their interviews with agents of the Internal Revenue Service 

held on or about May 19, 1988 and (ii) to testify in deposition 

concerning the interviews. 

Defendants-counterclaimants' Motion came on regularly for a 

noticed hearing at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, January 6, 1989, in 

Courtroom "0" of the above-captioned Court, the Honorable 

Charles F. Eick, United States Magistrate, presiding. 

Defendant-counterclaimant Religious Technology Center appeared 

by its counsel Wyman, Bautzer, Kuchel & Silbert, by William T. 

Drescher and by its counsel Cooley, Manion, Moore & Jones, P.C., 

by Earle C. Cooley. Defendant Church of Spiritual Technology 

appeared by its counsel Cooley, Manion, Moore & Jones, P.C. by 

Earle C. Cooley and by its counsel Bowles & Moxon by Kendrick 

L. Moxon. Defendant-counterclaimant Church of Scientology 

/// 

/// 
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International appeared by its counsel, Bo_...es & Moxon by 

Kendrick L. Moxon. No opposing papers were filed and no 

appearance was made on behalf of plaintiffs-counterdefendants. 

The Court, having reviewed the moving papers, having heard 

the arguments of counsel, and having been fully informed, 

IT IS ORDERED: 

Defendants-counterclaimants' Motion to Compel is GRANTED. 

The discovery sought is relevant and not privileged. 

Plaintiffs-counterdefendants are hereby ORDERED to produce the 

requested tape recordings to counsel for defendants-

counterclaimants forthwith. Plaintiffs-counterdefendants shall 

also make themselves available for the resumption of their 

depositions, upon reasonable notice and shall answer questions 

concerning the areas set forth in Defendants-counterclaimants' 

moving papers. 

As to Defendants-counterclaimants' request for an award of 
attorneys' fees and costs against the Aznarans and their former 

counsel, Cummins & White, defendants-counterclaimants shall 

submit a declaration as to the amount of fees and costs expended 

in preparation of the aforementioned Motion to Compel and shall 

notice a hearing to provide plaintiffs-counterdefendants and 

their former counsel an opportunity to challenge the 

reasonableness of the amount of fees and costs to be awarded to 

/// 
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plaintiffs-coubterdefendants. Said hear— ‘g shall be noticed 

for the Court's regular Friday motion calendar. 

SO ORDERED. 

DATED:  ...)5-A/. /fg'.)9  
Honorable Charles F. Eick 
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE 

Submitted by: 

BOWLES & MOXON 

By: 	/ 	7/ -,-/ 
Kendrick L./Moxon 

Attorneys for Defendant 
Church of Spiritual Technology and 
Defendant-counterclaimant 
Church of Scientology International 

For and on behalf of counsel 
for all Defendants-counterclaimants 
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1 	you had met- and talked with Mr. Cha_les Jeglikowski. 

	

2 	 When did you last meet with Mr. Charles 

	

3 	Jeglikowski? 

	

4 	 A 	I only met with him once. 

	

5 	 Q 	When did you meet with him this one time? 

	

6 	 A 	It was before I met with Sandy Baker. 

	

7 	And I believe it was probably -- I don't know. 

	

8 	 It was before that first meeting with 

	

9 	Sandy Baker, which I think I've indicated was sometime 

	

10 	in 1990. 

	

11 	 Q 	That was the only meeting that you had 

	

12 	with Mr. Jeglikowski? 

	

13 	 A 	That's right. 

	

14 	 Q 	Nothing before 1990? 

	

15 	 A 	That's right. 

	

16 	 Q 	And nothing after 1990? 

	

17 	 A 	It could have been at the end of '89. 

	

18 	I'm not totally sure. But -- 

	

19 	 Q 	How long was your meeting with Mr. 

	

20 	Jeglikowski? 

	

21 	 A 	A little less than an hour. 

	

22 	 Q 	Do you recall what the conversation was? 

	

23 	 A 	He asked me to -- 

	

24 	 He asked me if I would meet with some of 

	

25 	the IRS people and talk with them. 
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1 	 Q 	Do you recall any of t_ , names of these 

	

2 	IRS people? 

	

3 	 A 	This was prior to that meeting with Steve 

	

4 	Roth. He may have mentioned who the other people were 

	

5 	going to be. I believe he mentioned who the other 

	

6 	people were likely going to be. 

	

7 	 And those are the people, I believe those 

	

8 	were the people who came to that first meeting. 

	

9 	 Q 	.Do you recall, do you remember their 

	

10 	names? 

	

11 	 A 	As I said, I've testified as to that. I 

	

12 	remember Steve Roth and Sandy Baker. 

	

13 	 I don't remember the name of the other 

	

14 	person or two people. 

	

15 	 Q 	At your meeting with Ms. Baker, how long 

	

16 	did that meeting last? 

	

17 	 The first meeting with Ms. Baker, how 

	

18 	long did that last? 

	

19 	 A 	This meeting with four people, three or 

	

20 	four people, lasted more than an hour and less than 

	

21 	three hours. 

	

22 	 I don't know. 

	

23 	 Q 	On three different occasions during this 

	

24 	deposition you've indicated that there was Sandy and 

	

25 	one person -- Sandy and perhaps one and two persons, 
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1 	and this la . comment you indicated andy and perhaps 

	

2 	three to four persons? 

	

3 	 A 	That was your misstatement of my first 

	

4 	testimony with respect to that meeting. 

	

5 	 I've always said that the first time I 

	

6 	met Sandy Baker she came with Mr. Roth and that there 

	

7 	were one, possibly two other people there, both males. 

	

8 	 Both who I understood to work for the 

	

9 	IRS. 

	

10 	 Both having functions other than what Ms. 

	

11 	Baker have. And I don't recall their names. 

	

12 	 Q 	How was the meeting between you and Mr. 

	

13 	Jeglikowski set up? 

	

14 	 A 	He called me. 

	

15 	 Somebody from the IRS called me. 

	

16 	 Q 	Do you recall who called you from the 

	

17 	IRS? 

	

18 	 A 	It may have been the other person who was 

	

19 	at the lunch meeting, but I don't recall who it was. 

	

20 	 Q 	Do you recall when they called you? 

	

21 	 A 	Shortly before the meeting. 

	

22 	 Q 	A day or two before the meeting perhaps? 

	

23 	 A 	I don't remember. 

	

24 	 Not long. A matter of days. 

	

25 	 Q 	At your meeting with Mr. Jeglikowski, how 
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1 	many °the_ people were present? 

	

2 	 A 	One other person. 

	

3 	 Q 	Do you remember who that person was? 

	

4 	 A 	I don't recall the name. 

	

5 	 Q 	Do you recall how the meeting with Mr. 

	

6 	Jeglikowski was also set up? 

	

7 	 A 	I just stated. 

	

8 	 Q 	I thought we were discussing Ms. Baker? 

	

9 	 A 	Then the record isn't clear. 

	

10 	 You asked me how the meeting with Mr. 

	

11 	Jeglikowski was set up, and I said I got a phone call. 

	

12 	 Q 	How was the meeting with Ms. Baker set 

	

13 	up? 

	

14 	 A 	Again, I think I've testified as to that. 

	

15 	 After the meeting with Mr. Jeglikowski, 

	

16 	Mr. Jeglikowski asked if I would meet with some 

	

17 	people. He may have mentioned the names. One of-them 

	

18 	specifically was Steve Roth. 

	

19 	 I believe it was Mr. Roth who arranged 

	

20 	tke meeting with everyone. 

	

21 	 Q 	Did you meet with Mr. Roth subsequently? 

	

22 	 A 	I think -- I think this has been 

	

23 	testified to, hasn't it? 

	

24 	 Q 	Did you met with Mr. Roth subsequent to 

	

25 	your meeting with Mr. Jeglikowski? 
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1 	 A 	Oh, yes. 

	

2 	 Q 	When did you meet with Mr. Roth? 

	

3 	 A 	At the meeting with Ms. Baker and the two 

	

4 	other people. 

	

5 	 Q 	What was the date? 

	

6 	 A 	I-have no idea except to say that it was 

	

7 	after the meeting with Mr. Jeglikowski. 

	

8 	 And to the best of my estimation, based 

	

9 	on some points of reference that I have, it was 

	

10 	sometime in early 1990. And then there was a long 

	

11 	period of time before I met with any of them again I 
-416 

	

12 	believe. 

	

13 	 MR. STACK: I think we've already gotten 

	

14 	all these foundational questions at least once before. 

	

15 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: What did you discuss with 

	

16 	Mr. 'Roth? 

	

17 	 A 	I think you've asked me what was 

	

18 	discussed at that meeting. And 

	

19 	 Q 	I'm asking you what, if anything, did you 

	

20 	discuss with Mr. Roth at the meeting? 

	

21 	 MR. VAN SICKLE: Particularly with Mr. 

	

22 	Roth, as opposed to everybody else in addition to what 

	

23 	she said? 

	

24 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: With Mr. Roth personally at 

	

25 	the meeting with Mr. 
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3 	 1 	last bi._of testimony. 

	

2 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: Did any discussion suggest 

	

3 	that Mr. Yanny be used as a potential witness? 

	

4 	 A 	No, I wouldn't have done that. 

	

5 	 MR. STACK: Same objection. 

	

6 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: Did you provide, at any of 

	

7 	these meetings or telephone conversations did you 

	

8 	provide information concerning Mr. Yarrny and his 

	

9 	dealings with the Church of Scientology? 

	

10 	 MR. STACK: Same objection. 

	

11 	 A 	I don't think so. I don't think so. 

	

12 	 The thing I recall is obviously there was 

	

13 	awareness of this trial. So I assume they knew that 

	

14 	he had previously been an attorney for the Church of 

	

15 	Scientology; several different corporations. 

	

16 	 I don't recall there being any 

	

17 	substantive discussion other than that which I 

	

18 	mentioned before referring to the transcript. 

	

19 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: At the meetings that you 

	

20 	had, that we've discussed, and any telephone 

	

21 	conversations that took place with an IRS employee in 

	

22 	connection with the Church of Scientology, did you 

	

23 	discuss the name of Richard Aznaran? 

	

24 	 MR. STACK: Same objection. 

	

25 	 A 	His name might have come up in connection 
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1 	with the air game issues. I dot 	recall 

	

2 	specifically. 

	

3 	 MR. STACK: Move to strike that 

	

4 	testimony. 

	

5 	 A 	I never discussed him. 

	

6 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: Did you suggest the use of 

	

7 	Richard Aznaran as a potential witness? 

	

8 	 MR. STACK: Same objection. 

	

9 	 MR. VAN SICKLE: Object to the form of 

	

10 	the question. 

	

11 	 A 	As I said, I may have discussed that he 

	

12 	might have information that would be relevant to their 

	

13 	concern about fair game, the practices of fair game. 

	

14 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: Same question with respect 

	

15 	to Vickie Aznaran? 

	

16 	 MR. STACK: Same objection. 

	

17 	 A 	Same answer. 

	

18 	 Also that she might have information with 

	

19 	regard to control aspects of the various Church of 

	

20 	Scientology organizations. 

	

21 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: When you say "control," 

	

22 	what do you mean? 

	

23 	 A 	She had been president of RTC, so that is 

	

24 	a position of some, would put her in a position of 

	

25 	knowledge with respect to RTC at least. 
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1 	 _ MR. STACK: I'm movin .:o strike that 

	

2 	response. 

	

3 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: I don't quite understand 

	

4 	the term "control" that you used before. 

	

5 	 A 	Management. 

	

6 	 Q 	At any of these meetings or telephone 

	

7 	conversations -- 

	

8 	 At any of the meetings that we have 

	

9 	discussed, or any telephone conversations with IRS 

	

10 	employees that Ms. Plevin might have had in connection 

	

11 	with Church of Scientology, did you discuss an 

	

12 	individual named Ford Green. 

	

13 	 MR. STACK: Same objection. 

	

14 	 A 	No, I don't think so. 

	

15 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: Same question with respect 

	

16 	to Bill Franks? 

	

17 	 MR. STACK: Same objection. 

	

18 	 A 	I don't recall. 

	

19 	 Again, his name may have come up in 

	

20 	connection 	as I mentioned before -- with persons 

	

21 	who might be knowledgeable about fair game. And 

	

22 	management of the organizations. 

	

23 	 But this is bordering now on speculation. 

	

24 	So it's very different. 

	

25 	 Q 	BY MR. KATZ: Same question with respect 
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COURT CLERK: Item 5, Civil 89-6319-R, Vicki 

Aznaran, et al, versus Church of Scientology 

International, et al. 

Counsel, appearances, please. 

MR. MOXON: Kendrick Moxon, Your Honor, on 

behalf of the Defendants. 

MS. BARTILSON: Good morning, Your Honor. 

Laurie Bartilson on behalf of Defendant Curch of 

Scientology International. 

MR. PLEVIN: I'm Toby Plevin appearing for the 

Aznarans. 

THE COURT: All right, counsel. Anything to 

add to the documents which have been filed? 

MR. MOXON: No, Your Honor. 

MR. PLEVIN: Only, Your Honor, that the filing 

by Defendants of a reply contending that they did not 

receive the opposition requests filings timely 

demonstrates the accuracy of the Aznarans' statement in 

their opposition that indeed they did timely serve the 

Notice of Voluntary Dismissal, and that its refusal by 

Defendants, their refusal to accept certified mail is what 

has caused their inconvenience, if any. And a law office 

which operates on the premise that it can refuse mail I 

think should not complain nor should its clients complain 

if it does not receive timely notices. 
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Other than that, of course, I think it is 

obvious that the motion would require this Court to 

evaluate, in fact, injudicate the merits of the complaint 

and the factual issues alleged therein in order to come up 

with a ruling that would demonstrate improper conduct, and 

that is, of course, beyond the scope here. 

THE COURT: Anything further? 

MR. MOXON: This is the first time I've heard, 

Your Honor, that there was any opposition filed. We've 

not received any opposition. 

I would note, Your Honor, that apparently they 

claim they sent this by certified mail. They claim they 

sent it by certified mail on February 15th, and that it 

was -- if it was not received, I have no idea, Your Honor, 

any -- 

THE COURT: It was not received or was it 

refused? 

MR. MOXON: I have no idea;, Your Honor. We did 

not receive anything. We did not refuse any certified 

mail. We have no knowledge of that. We have no record 

of -- 

THE COURT: In any event, Ms. Bartilson, you 

have not given me any time records. I want your time 

records. 

MS. BARTILSON: • Yes, Your Honor. 

RON WORTH, CSR 
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THE COURT: Those are to be filed tomorrow, and 

we'll have further hearing on this matter at 1:30 on March 

16th, 1990. 

MR. MOXON: Thank you, Your Honor. 

MR. PLEVIN: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Check whether or not they were 

refused, counsel. 

MR. PLEVIN: Attached to the opposition, Your 

Honor, there was the envelope. 

THE COURT: I understand that. I'm asking 

counsel for the Defendant to do that. 

MR. MOXON: Very good. We will, Your Honor. 

Thank you. 

CERTIFICATE 

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct 
transcript of the stenographically recorded proceedings in 
the above matter. 

3 - Sso 
Ron Worth, CSR 
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:r0RDICK L. OM.= 
Attorney 
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'rterra11v4mue 

NIESTiliN AMON 
153 *cre,s.ve Peat 

East /Precut 
"%ohisara Ow. Ca..torre 11341 

:, .391 

:ase;:ft. A. Yanny 
1.125 :antury ParX test 
5.L.*.:e 1260 
.as knseles, CA 90047 

2n re: of Scientology of Caltfornia 
of Scientology :nternational 
"41 Scientaltqy western United States 

:tar Xr. :army: 

:hs confirms thst : and Via ather 11R3 employees will rest 
you at l::00 a.m. an Thursday, Cctober 1rd. W. will 7.ast zn 

that day despite the wording of the suormonses designatinq Cazaaer 
'nth as the date of your appearance. 

And on the subject of the summonses, 1 want to point nut 
that the summons issued by Revenue 0fficer Sandra 3aker is n:t a 
so-=shed recordXseper summons as described by 26 U.S.C. 5 ', 6C; 
i.a.stuse Lit falls under the exception for su=mcnses issued in Aid 
:1 ctllectian. As to the two summonses issued by Revenue Agent 
lary Ernst, they are also not recordXeeper summonses tecaLas they 
:afar :a racards :elated to your lawsuit and not 	:scare,* thaa 

hold in a custodial capacity. ill ?Aro v. United  Stattl, 
7-4 T. 	512 (9th Cir. 1985). So In neither case is tns cn'arcn 
tntl.:led :a notice. I 

you have any vesticns, cal: :s at (305) 371-67:4. 

Sincerely yours, 

:AXES A. !MUCH 
:istriot Counsel 
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'Ming Viler 
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-internal Reven le Service 

;re r'ener Of  C1.urch of Scientology of California, 1404 North Catalina Street__:os Ani!I 
California, 90027 

Ped041.3 	 UntioYeet-SNASIIFIZ-7111ra r..;erral Revenue District of  Los Angeles  
Returns 	2erizda 

711 Commissioner of Internal Revenue 	 Xarch 31, 1975 through ;erl  
ending Deal:tier 31, 1935 

r 	A.!ammy 	 :oclusive 

At  P63 I8ch Street garmost leech. California. 90254 

111.1 are -woe', sumircried trol 'ecni.'041 a snow 	 S 	Baker  

alt Cmoir 	r•Ornii 	Saeece. 22 9 e..00:001.1 	1. Ofirog .c rm.; led V 703i.Ve 	MoltratIOP 	ViClorol Duou ucsres. 	Ira >L-  v :s_a 

.'aream . /..7X".1e."9"1".0  CC 140a QA 1110 Ts  'Z1  Algol*/ er NW rim WIDOW or 	tlAg eV any et". eir Nicol irffri pr 441014A svrav er fog: or. en cif • .* 	a, 

4-1 :crap:.-1 t s Po-Ide <one11e4 wave *If 041 wall Virg& 

/1/4.11 documents, records, or other data in your ;03348410M or control, ind/cr 
cestihJmy concerning the above-malted taxpayer for the periods :aouary 1. 1976 
through Dacamber 31. 1936 laclusive, including but not limited.to: 

1) the 1981 corporate reorganization 
2) :me ti'amsfer of property for full value or loos than full consideration 
2) the MCCS (MIssiott Corporate Category Sortouc).: 
w) location of allieds pr4v1OUS17 sod/or presently owned 
5) reiatiocanip of CSC with Church of Sciaotology Religious Trust. and/or 

3ui1dihg ManaGement Services 
6) ,7:estichs relecive to the 100% penalty' assessments made against va:ious 

iodi7iduals 

Eus;ness address and telephone number of Internal Revenue Service officer nE-.med above: 

:nternel 7avenue Service 	3660 Wilshire boulevard Los Angeles' California. 90013 	 

(213) 252-7822 
Place and time for appearance: 

at  Federal  Bulldthg 11000 Wilchiro Boulevard Los Angeles. CaIifornIm 90025 -doom 

on t!',e 	 _day of  °C-iYZIA 	, 191 at  9.  ee%7o'cIock Q '.1 

:ssued under authority of the Internal Revenue Code this ...._21anday of iet_zrialas 	1 3 

Ravignue Cffire: 	 



Summons =:— 
eDartrrent of tne 

internal Revenue Service 

:2:1..Irch of Scientology wester= united States 
in tre—anerof___ 

'nternai Revenue District of 
	Los Angeles 
	

Periods 1/1/86 tt-zu 1241.1/12 

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue 

To 	 

At 

Joseph A. Yanny 
63 18th Street 
Hermosa Beach,' CA 90254 

,c,d aN 'gravy sahm3r•4 Gra flonireal A ODOM 'etre 
	Gary Ernst, Internal Revenue g~~ 	_,_ 

an Or CV 'r • •rnamai arrirka tar o. O 9r*1 tedlamarl w V) Ongaril% you Ina Cor00:40 	Isaffl11"Itallla 114 leapearq Woes. •luaralL ?spin. W zIfve :a 'I 

.,, a0, 
	

,0 
	

.0.0 
	 ccolect it a, trla ,a1 	er ler 24 ouroce. 	 rap am afilese ari..ctipd 	Ins acor.“- ss• awn ar gricirci—em Of :Ps elte^ 

•8.41P, .4 4.1 cCe< 	 WWI .40.411414 SOPA§ 00, Soll WWI AMP" 

Give testimony and produce any records relating, but not limited to, the Cot"• 
Case No. CV 89-2621-R, filed by you or on youx-behalf in the U.S. District 

court, Central District of California in May of 1989, against various Scion:, 
organizations. A copy of said Complaint is attached herewith. 

In particular, you should be prepared to provide testimony and documentation 
relating to the above named organization with regard to the following allege 

1) L:aity of control within the Scientology organizational struoture. 

2) to 1931 corporate reorganization, concealment of assets to avoid payment 
taxes, and subsequent direction of profits to foreign bank accounts. 

3) Cam=ercial activities. 

;) :irection of profits from the commercial enterprise to L. Ron Hubbard, hi 
fa=ily, estate, and certain business associates, and the coatinuation of 
direction of profits foe the benefit of those in control of the enterpris 
after R.z.bbard's death. 

5) 'jai: Game practices and public policy violations. 
6) Risre;reser.taion of Scientology financial affairs and operating procedure 

tax returns filed. 

E3 	 vs;ress address and telephone number of Internal As venue Service officer named aove: 

2 c'.:;ania Circle 	Monterey Park, CA 91754 	(2131  

Pace and time for appearance: 

at 11300 Wilshire Blvd. Room 11212 	Los Angelest CA 90_025 

on o'e 	 day of 0;746.e<  

'ssued 1.Jricer authority of tileA)mal Pevenu ode t 

Simit 	:I 'Luang Cr'4*e 

19_at _.L f' 

2 6 th day o f Scpiteter. 1.9 51 

Internal Reven'le 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of 

California. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and not a 

party to the within action. My business address is 6255 Sunset 

Blvd., Suite 2000, Hollywood, California 90028. 

On August 25, 1992, I served the foregoing document described 

as NOTICE OF MOTION AND RENEWED MOTION TO RECUSE THE HONORABLE 

JAMES M. IDEMAN; MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES; DECLARATIONS 

OF KENDRICK L. MOXON, MONIQUE E. YINGLING, AND LAURIE J. BARTILSON _..- 

IN SUPPORT THEREOF on interested parties in this action, 

[ ] by placing the true copies thereof in sealed envelopes 
as stated on the attached mailing list; 

[X] by placing [ ] the original [X] a true copy thereof in 
sealed envelopes addressed as follows: 

John Clifton Elstead 
4900 Hopyard Rd. Suite 240 
Pleasanton, CA 94588 

Ford Greene 
Hub Law Offices 
711 Sir Francis Drake Boulevard 
San Anselmo, CA 94960-1949 

[X] BY MAIL 
[ ] *I deposited such envelope in the mail at Los 

Angeles, California. The envelope was mailed with 
postage thereon fully prepaid. 

[ x ] As follows: I am "readily familiar" with the firm's 
practice 	of 	collection 	and 	processing 
correspondence for mailing. Under that practice it 
would be deposited with U.S. postal service on that 
same day with postage thereon fully prepaid at Los 
Angeles, California in the ordinary course of 
business. 	I am aware that on motion of party 
served, service is presumed invalid if postal 
cancellation date or postage meter date is more 



than one day after date of deposit for mailing an 
affidavit. 

Executed on August 25, 1992, at Los Angeles, 
California. 

[ ] **(BY PERSONAL SERVICE) I delivered such envelope by 
hand to the offices of the addressee. 

Executed on 	, at Los Angeles, California. 

[ ] (State) I declare under penalty of the laws of the 
State of California that the above is true and correct. 

[X] (Federal) I declare that I am employed in the office of 
a member of the bar of this court at whose direction the 
service was made. 

Type or Print Name 	 Signature 

* (By Mail, signature must be of person depositing envelope 
in mail slot, box or bag) 

** (For personal service signature must be that of 
messenger) 


